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Their Hope of Breaking
'Solid South"

Ele-- v

ment Is Angered,.

Indianapolis. Aug. 27. Affairs in
Washington, Aug. 17. Republican
the United Mine Workers of America, campaign managers in the capital are
which have for some weeks been elated over the prospect of carrying
muddled, seem to be growing seri Virginia for Taft In November and of
ous. President Lewis, who succeeded breaking the "solid south" vote. They
John Mitchell at the head of the or base the hope partly on the good Imganization, is being openly defied In pression Taft has made on the Old
a few districts and the national of- J Dominion during, his stay
at Hot
ficers are Issuing appeals for loyalty Springs and partly on the coldness
organisers
and
are working night and which Virginia has shown to Bryan.
day, trying to Increase the memberWhile the courtesy that has been
ship, especially m the anthracite re- shown Taft does not mean particulgions.
arly that the state will pile up a maIt seems that In some Instances jority for him November S, there Is
President Lewis hag been the Inno- no' doubt but that the Republican
cent cause of the dissensions and his candidate has won the regard of a
good many voters by his straightforfriends give the following version:
John Mitchell was always known ward discussion of Issues in several
as a conservative, and as such the So- speeches, In all of which he showed
cialists and many of the radicals with remarkable In
no political affiliations fought
him grasping the questions brought forth.
bitterly. Mitchell stood their attacks In the campaign.
Virginia does not regard Bryan
until his health gave way and then
Lewis was elected.
with any degree of pleasure.
The
There seems no doubt that Lewis state rolled up a big vote for Parker
got his plurality from the votes of the over Roosevelt but the candidacy of
radicals. Former Secretary Wilson Bryan has never appealed to the votwell known to miners in all countries.
CLOSING LAW was looked upon as a man of the ers of the state and on this the Re
and especially to those who have SONDAY
E
Mitchell type, while Lewis, who had publican managers are basing their
worked along the Pacific coast ana
orenly and honestly differed with greatest hope that the state will supin Alaska. The Pay Streak will be
rs
Mitchell, was looked upon as radical. port Taft
of a mile In length
AT ATLANTIC CITY
Therefore the Socialists radical wing
and will havM.only vr SJlorlons attrac
-R- APIDLY HEARS
of the orginlzatton supported Lewis
tions. It Is the arm of the exposition
HEARST ASKS SOME
rather than Wilson.
company to get away from the old
But this clique, which Is constantly
and threadbare class of amusement
growing larger within the largest laVEXESJORT
features at expositions.
IMPERTINENT QJESTiONS
bor union In America, seems to have
misjudged Its man. Lewis, so far from
being radical. Is conservative, and In
RESCUERS FIND
Ban Francisco, Aug. 17,- - The letGovernor of New Jersey An. his treatment
of 'his men and ac- ter w hich W. H. Hearst wrote to tha
Greater Progress Has Been
complishments bids fntr to be as pop- Iroquois Club of Chicago In answer te
TWENTY-NIN- E
BODIES nounces He Will Call Extra
ular as was M'tchell with the con- the request for his resignation from
Made on It Than Any Simiservatives.
that aolont nraantvatlA. tt Ta rrt r. . - m
Legislature.
of
the
Session
The contract with the anthracite v,. hen ma,,a ..Kiin
i
lar Show Yet Held
nH
operators expires next April, and tHeam ask, a numbeP of question.
It Is liolleved That Everybody Conthis time the anthracite miner are which the Democrats may have trou- cerned In Oklahoma Disaster
ALL OTHEK PLACES
In no position to demand recognition
MANY STATES PLAN
He says In part:
ble
Has Been Accounted for.
from the operator
Mitchell had the
Imply
I am not a Demo"You
HAVE BEEN CLOSED name
that
TO TAKE PART IN IT
trouble three years ago. The an. crat, and 1 strongly suspect that I am
27.
Aug.
When
MoAlester, Okla.,
thraclte miners have felt themselves not, according to Democratlo stand
the rescuers completed their work at
secure on aroojnt of their contract. ards of today. You Imply further
Aug.
27.
a
Sea
J.,
N.
Girt,
In
Seattle, Wash., Au. l!7. The
1
a
Hailey-olat
coal mine No.
, .
the
and have allowed their membership
r
t
exposition, which Is Halleyville, fourteen miles east ef startling proclamation Issued today In the union to expire by not paying
kind
of
wondering
he,p
what
t
explosion
:
Governor Fort declared that unless their dues.
to be held at Seattle, Wash., from here, where the disastrous
are. Ara
Democrats you think-yo- u
bO'l-ie- s
twenty-nin- e
l
yesterday,
occurred
Between
east
weakness
this
the
1909,
was
made
lg9g,
1
16,
!n
has
law
At'
excise
October
to
the
Demo- June
observ'i
Dem0crat8 or
had been removed. The last body
the radicals In the
who are 'ratg m3
or l904
or
1900 DemocraU
more rapid progress toward comple- was taken out early this morning. Jt luntlc City, which he calls the Satur- and
stronger and more
than
you 1808 Demo,
tion than any other national exposi- is now believed that the last man has nalia of vice, next Sunday and all sa- they ever were when Mitchell was at, Pemot.rat8i or are Cleveland
Demo-th- e
Areyou
crau7
will
tightly,
States.
ever
United
loons
held
the
in
he
tion
and cafes closed
head, Lewis Is having his troubles craU beltevlng In tariff reform that
been accounted for and there are no
was
management
1
extraordinary
an
of
August
session
the
the As a result the iinlon will pass
On
cull
more bodies In the mine.
, get anJ the ,u ppreagi0n of
legislature and may send state troops through a crisis at the next annual Wfi
able to estimate conservatively that
,
tnat We d,d get? Ar,
labor
comper
resort,
65
declaring
to
was
exposition
cent
the convention, when It is understood the
the famous
the
Parker Dem0CraU Bupportlng tha
city under martial law. In the proc- Socialists w ill make a determined
plete in Its physical work. Without BRYAN TELLS TONIGHT
lamation the governor ridicules the stand to gain control of the big or- t u ,f they contribute andyouopposing
doubt the exposition will be complete
Bryan
Hhhco of ten days ago when the grand ganization, as they have controlled them If they don't? Are
in every department on the day fixed
Democrats, believing In free silver
ABOUT GUARANIYOtPOSITS
jury refused to find Indictments and tne Western Federation of Miners.
for the formal opening.
government
ownersome times, and
says that three members of the jury
The exposition company Is amply
ship some times, and In the Initiative
were salooninen and others in smypa- supplied with funds for completing iH'iiuH'racy'a ll
Will Speuk at To- thy with the violators of the law.
an dreferendum some times? If yon.
NATIONAL CAPITAL
its work. The capital stock of the
Expect
to
Make
liryan Democrats do you also bea
ka
and
are
controlling corporation,
at
fixed
The cafes and saloons at Atlantic
Big
in a Rryan platform that conlieve
lilt.
open
City
SSOO.OOO,
In violation
have remained
bas been fully subscribed
none
of these things?
tains
SCARED
LEPER
6Y
Sunday closing law apparently
of
and paid in, and the several counties
of the
Kansas City, Aug. 2 7. Bryan and withthethe Idea of making a test of the
"Friends and
of the state of Washington have con
Iroquois club, there Is no Democratlo
arrived in Kansas City from la w. While every other resort In the
tributed In the way of direct aid over partyLouis
this morning and left for stite has been tightly closed each lie Hits lleen Walking the Streets party. There Is only a Bryan party
Many of the coun- St.
1200,000 more.
Topeka at 10:40. He will speak In Sunday,
and the followers of that party don't
Atlantic City has been wide
and Mingling With Oilier
ties will erect buildings of their own, the Kansas
capital tonight on "Guar- - open
know when they go to bed at night
as a consequence was large
CUlscns.
which will, to a large extent, oe anty of Bunk Deposits.
and
'
what they will be called upon to bely patronized on those days.
pseudo exhibit buildings. The exposithey awake in the mornlieve
In view of the Republican state
Washington, Aug. 27. Washlngtin ing. when
tion will have ten large exhibit build- convention of Kansas
endorsing
ings. These are: Manufactures, agriIs
greatly
discovery
over
agitated
the
of bank deposits Bryan said
"And so I received your communiculture, mines, fisheries, fine arts, guaranty
of leprosy In the city. The victim of cation with pleasure and gratitude,
oriental, that it would be necessary for him
transportation,
machinery,
scourge
has
been
stalking
the
the
so I withdraw from your club
to make some additions to his speech
European and forestry.
streets, eating In the lunch rooms, and
Topeka tonight. Without outlining
ELECTS OFFICERS. riding In the street cars and generally with pleasure and without the slightThe United States Congress has of- at
feeling. Good luck and Ood
est
the additional remarks on the subficially recognized the exposition, ap- ject
rubbing elbows with the residents for blesshard
you, and may you be able to
Bryan said:
propriating J6U0.0UU for a governfive
days.
keep up with your mule."
"The action of the Republican slate
ment ixh.bit and six buildings. Thu convention
The plauge victim Is John R. Early,
of Kansas Is a rebuke to John W. Cor bolt Again Clutaen to
government exhibit will be the finest
Lynn,
Is
whose
veteran
home
N.
C,
a
HEAVY HAIV IV KANSAS.
the Republican candidate for presiHead tlio Assembly Are Planever made by the government at any dent,
war who
of the Spanish-America- n
Wichita, Aug. 87. Rain to the
who has been assailing the
Sleeting.
ning
except
Next
the
exposition,
exhibits
at
for
the
Washington
came
to
to
a
apply
for
'
amount of 4.32 inches fell here in
guaranty depositors. Not only U ne
Chicago and St. Louis exposition. opposed
pension. lie Is IS years of age and twelve hours last night, breaking the
system as a national
Special attention will be given by the system to the
M.,
Aug.
17.
Mountalnalr,
N.
Upon
one
a
wife
has
his
child.
and
previous record for the heaviest rainbut the attorney general ha
government to exhibits from Alaska,
exarrival Early rented a room In a fall, which was 4.07 Inches June tl.
made a ruling which prevents na- (special). At a meeting of the
Hawaii and the Philippines and of tional
Chautauqua
lodging
ecutive
committee
of
cheap
the
Pennsylvania
on
house
1894, In twenty-fou- r
hours. The most
banks from taking advantage
Pacific ocean fisheries.
avenue and then proceeded to see the severe electrical storm th city has
of the state system. I am very glad assembly yesterday officers were electA largo number of the states of
Corbett,
W.
ed
follows:
days
John
town.
he moved around
For
the
ever experienced accompanied
to have the Issue drawn so clearly.
the Union are making arrangements The
prwrident; J. p. Dunlavy, vice presiOn Friday, however, he rain and property loss amounts to
Republicans of KanOregon made sas action ofIt the
TO THE PRESIDENT for their participation.
socretary;
Lloyd
seeM.
Onne,
upon
Wm.
dent;
called In a physician, who,
110.000.
Impossible for them to
makes
an initial appropriation
of 100,000 oppose
proing the patient, immediately
plan, while the action of McCoy, treasurer.
and will give 50,000 more at tho Taft andour
was
next
to
the
decided
hold
It
nounced him a leper.
PRORATE tXH RT.
Jinnaparte shuts off all hope
1909 session of its legislative asscm-- j
meeting in the light of the moon In
Carlota C. de Miller was appointed
Italian Intercepted by a Policeman b'y.
of favorable action by the Republi- August,
comng
Oregon's
nearly
is
build.
may
extendatid the time
be
ISTILMIAX RAILROAD
guardian of Geo. Miller, minor, at a
Had l"rdiig News for the CtUef
party. Thoe who favor the guarplete. California has broken ground can
ed to cover two or three weeks, with
DOES A RIO BUSINESS short session of Probate court yesExecutive, hut Dldu't Deanty
deposits
will
of
bank
therefore
for a large building In the old Span- -' find their only hope In Democratic rent days intervening, during which
Mexico City, Aug. 17. The Nation
terday. Mrs. Miller gave bond in the
liver lu
ish mission style of architecture, and victory."
H.
the visitors may see the surrounding al Tehuantepec railroad continues to sum of 11,000. Altagracla
de
already finds that It will need more
country. Plans were discussed to do an enormous traffic, notwlth
Garcia was appointed administratrix
York, Aug. 27. President money In addition to the 1100.000 apNew
money
raise
with which to erect standing the general business and In of the estate of Donaclano Garcia,
Bryan Arrives.
propriation made by Its legislature In
Roosevelt and party arrived at
Topeka, Aug. 27. liryan arrived buildings and fx up the ground. Mrs. dustrlal dullness that exists In the deceased.
Felix Gallmfro was apCo-appropriated
1
Washington
1907.
mornlgn
this
In Topeka at 12:40 and wa not at Fannie A. Formby was elected leader Interior of Mexico. Practically all the pointed guardian of Jesus Cumacho,
from South
Limb a and at once boarded the Sylph
for Its participation, and will tne depot by a big crowd, which es- of the Mountalnalr Chautauqua chor- traffic of this road is transcontinental.
minor.
which left a short time later for Oys- erect a numoer of build ngs, among corted him to the Throop hotel, where us and instructed to organize local It Is still handling enormous shipwalkbe
building
party
Bay.
which will
was
While the
them a state
ter
several thousand more people had musical unions in tha different towns ments of sugar from Hawaii destined
roeTpoxEs tokio snow.
ing through the train shed an Italian the finest and most costly state build- -. gathered. Bryan spoke a few words tributary to this point. A special to the United States and Europe, and
Toklo, Aug. 87. It la confidently
exposition.
attempted to overtake the president, lng ever seen at an
to them from the balcony anj an- effort will be made to organize the recently heavy shipments of canned asserted that the government lias deThe amusement section of the expo nounced that he would make another musical talent In all the adjacent goods from California and Oregon cided to postpone the International
lie was Intercepted by a policeman
and said that he wanted to talk to sition, known at Chicago as the Mid speech from the balcony at 4, one on towns, hold meetings and give en- have arrived at EaJlna Cruz for trans exposition which was to have bean
the president. When the policeman way, at St. Lou 'a as the Pike, at "Fraternity" at the Knights of Py tertainments at different times dur- portation across the Isthmus.
held In 112 until 117. No officii!
refused to let him approach the chief Portland as the Trail and at Jamesthlas picnic at Ourflcld park and his ing the year and concentrate the enVera Cruz and .announcement will be made until the
The
executive he quietly disappeared In town as the Warpath, will be known main address at the auditorium at 8 tire membership at Mountakialr at l Pacific roads are proving valuable various governments Interested are tn
at Seattle as the Pay Streak, a term o'clock.
next year's meeting.
the crowd.
formed.
feeders for the Isthmus line.

Augusta, Aug. 2 7. Augusta was
yesterday visited by one of the worst
Hoods In its history. Water from the
Savannah river and canal surged
through the city until a depth of six
to eight feet was reached In the territory bounded by J6th street on the
west to the extreme! eastern boundary
of the city. So far as known taree
persons were drowned.
The weather bureau issued flood
warnings Tuesday saying that the
river would reach from US to J7 feet
by Wednesday night. The prediction
was exceeded by several feet, the
danger line being 33. The weather
bureau warning, however, enabled
those living in the lowlands to es
cape before the flood reached them.
There Is a great deal of suffering
among the poor classes of whites and
negroes who lived nearest the low
lands, and in many cases they lost
everything. The thousands of people
taken from their homes in boats and
wagons reported the boat and car
riage owners charged
exorbitant
prices to rescue these people. The
Western Union offices were flooded
and the operators
moved to the
building
Chamber
of Commerce
j
where, the wires were intact.-.- ,
At daybreak this morning the op- NURSE WILL SHARE
ertors reported that the water had
fallen four and one half Inches durthe night. At the Postal the op
Ill LARGE ESTATE ing
erators remained on duty until the
water reached the top of their tables.
They abandoned their office but later
She llus Been Adopted by Wealthy
communication over a
ltaully and Will Get Part of
few wires. It is not possible to give
an estimate of the loss by flood but It
Ten Millions.
Is thought It will go well above the
ChlcaEO. Auk. 27. To become the half million dollar mark.
adopted daughter and joint heir of
Water U Receding.
John H. Converse of Philadelphia,
Atlanta. Aug. 27. Augusta Is tobanker and financial manager of the
Baldwin locomotive works, Is the day rapidly recovering
from flood
good fortune of Alice W. Page, for conditions. Water in the streets has
tnerly of Chicago, whose father, Peter fallen until this afternoon sidewalks
Page, was a pioneer resident and real are practically clear and there is no
estate man of this city. Miss Page, danger of further loss of property. At
who Is 28 years old, has long been noon dispatches from Augusta said
an Intimate friend of the Converse the water was falling at a rate of an
family and the chum and close com Inch an hour and by six this evening!
panion of Mary Converse, the Phila the streets will be clean.
The young
delphia's daughter.
women are now traveling In Europe,
Before the death of Mrs. Converse, MACK SEES HOPE
about two years ago, Miss Page became the Invalid's nurse. Mrs. Co.v
FOR THE DEMOCRATS
verse exacted a promise from her
husband that he would adopt Mlrs
Paee as his daughter. She was lm
mediately installed as a member of lie Says There Is a Drift Toward
the household, but It was not until
Democracy W1U Open Eastern
Saturday that Converse took the nec
Headquarters.
essarv leeal steps to change Miss
Page's nwe to Alice W. Converse and
make her a Joint heir to his estate,
New York, Aug. 17. With
the
which is estimated at $10,000,000.
Democratic campaign west of the
In full swing.
Chairman
Mack returned here today to estabMANY SAILORS WERE
lish headquarters and inaugurate the
campaign In the east. New York
headquarter will be formally opened
LEFT
Saturday and in the meantime Mack
will arrange for an eastern organisation, lie will confer with several
Sdney a Num- national uouiiuiltuwiiva of the eastVl.en the Meet
ern stales and with local Democratic
ber ol .Mill I'm lid U) llourd
leaders on the selection of a chairthe Vfnuols.
man of the
to direct
the Democratic fight in the eet.
Sydney. Aug. 27. When the AmerMack said there was a strong drift
departed for Melbourne at throughout the country towards Deican
8 oYloek last night it was discovered
mocracy and he felt absolutely confith.it ah,.ut eighty straggler had fail- dent of the election of Bryan and
ed to board their ships. These men Kern. He said the Democrats would
will nut bo posted as deserters, as It undoubtedly carry Indiana, Illinois,
was Uluo and New York this year.
Is thought their
accidental.. Kilty of the stragglers
later embarked on the Tankton and
sailed to rejo n the ahips at MelWANTED TO TALK
bourne.

Salt Lake City, Aug. 27. The ques
tlon of the selection of a central stor.
age point was temporarily disposed
of yesterday at the final session of
the National Wool Growers' association convention by the adoption if
a resolution empowering President
Gooding to appoint a committee
even members, Including himself, to
act in conjunction with commiaelon-er- a
from thirteen western states, with
the authority to select a central storage city and work out such details
as may arise In connection therewith,
ThU committee, which Is composed
of Edward H. Callister, Utah; W.
Scott Anderson, Idaho; Thomas Austin, Salt Lake; J. E. Cosgrlff, Rawlins, Wyo.; W. B. Sleeper, Cody, Wyo.,
and President Gooding, Wyoming, together with commissioners from the
states of Oregons, Wyoming, Nevada,
Texas, Colorado and South Dakota,
will, It is said, visit Denver, Omaha,
St. Joseph, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Milwaukee and Chicago for the purpose
iOf determining which city offers the
greatest advantages to the wool growers of the western stateB. The trip
will probably commence October 14.
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Sulfer
More Than Whites.
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REGARD

Anihraclte Fields His Candidacy Is Not Liked by the
Voters of Old Dominion and on
Crisis Is
Predicted When Time Comes
This the Leaders are Basing

Families Lost Everything in the
Waters and Were Forced to
Abandon
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viij.s dead.
hmm:l
Wis., Aug. 27. Col.

Wm.
F. ViUis d.ej at 10:45 this morning.
He had been ill rive weeks and when
the doctor called this morning he
steine.l much improved. Shortly before 10 o'clock while nurses were administering a bath to the patient
they uotleeJ tnat he weakened very
quickly. An attempt was made to
get a doctor but Vilas died befnre he
said he Immearrived. The doi-todiate cause of d ath was a second
stroke of paralysis. He suffered the
fir.H stroke July 20th.
Madison,

TAFT CUTS LOVING CUP.
Hot Springs, Aug. 27. Taft 1 to
be presented with a silver loving cup
tonight by the guests at the Homestead hotel. Loving cups are also to
be presented to Mrs. Taft and Charles,
son.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

AROUND NEW MEXICO

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By

CITIZCT

Union county town are thinking of form. An alfalfa breakfast food fac
Installing
a wireless telephone system. tuty in New Mexico ought to pay big
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
money.
PRESIDENT
MANAGING EDITOR
A flow of good artesian water has
Colorado capitalists are figuring on
been found at a depth of 62 feet near
ng a power plant at Raton for
build
Las
Cruccs.
fcl llM KirriON hates.
the Southern Colorado Power company, and If the plan materializes
A cook with a guilty conscience disOm year by ntall In advance
$5.00
t
week Raton wlil have a first-claelectric
Marclal
last
appeared
at
San
ny
niui
mail
worth of debts behind plant with the probability of street
Me) I south by rarrfc-- r within eitj limits
80 and left $73
car and interurban system.
him.
Entered an wvotitl-rtn-matter at Hie IVmtofflce of Albuquerque, N. M..
A man from Missouri who had to
mmmrw .in ui U)njns oi .Marcli 3, 1879.
The Gallup Electric Light com-pnn- y be shown when told that alfalfa
water
$50
for
a month
is paying
grows four and a half feet high
now, having been raised from $10 a around Estancla,
The only Illustrate,! dally nrwftpaxr In Xew Mexico and the beat
was fully convinced
recently.
Uidng murium of the Southwest.
month by the council
when taken out and shown a bunch
that measured five feet, nine and a
HJC AliUVQl-EHQ- l
E CITIZKN IS:
Latest reports from the front indi- half Inches.
tte lending Republican dally and weekly neioper nf the Southwewt. cate that the Hon. Larrazolo hasn't
The advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Deal."
been having any enthusiastic recepAt a mass meeting of citizens held
tions recently.
at Karmington recently steps were
THU ALnrQlERQl E CITIZEN HAS:
taken to improve the appearance of
.I
.1
V.. .
The fluent equipped Job department In New Mexico.
Nine acres of wheat on the A. B. Un
McKinley ranch west of Eatancla was trees. The whole town is interested
The latent remrts by A.nciated Ires and Auxiliary News Service.
threshed recently and yielded 21 and the plan will probably be carried
bushels to the acre.
"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."
out on a large scale.

W S. STRICKLEK

un

Kelly & Co

oss

the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

(Incorporated)

ss

w

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
Nara Visa is planning a big barbeAgricultural note from the Kenna
We favor the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and cue In the near future and will have Record: J. U. Greaves, the printer
olsona as separate states In the Union. Republican National Platform.
a program, of sports, including two farmer of Antelope valley, was ,n
ball games, in connection.
tow n again yesterday and reports that
his crop forms are "Justified" and
The Bloomer Girls' baseball team, ready to "lock up." He brought us
which Is now in Colorado, has sched- in a couple of galleys of vegetables,
uled several games in New Mexico, set solid, from his truck patch, among
and the whole territory Is greatly ex which were some
ITlr.
ll
peas
cited over the approaching games.
the pods of which were about 36
The phrase "let the people rule," which Mr. Bryan In his speech of acpoint body and 60 ems long. He
According to a veterinarian afalfa called them "beans," but then the
ceptance so fervently quotes from the Democratic platform where he doubt,
Is good food for the human family average printer "don't know beans"
less put it for the purpose of quoting was evidently intended by him to be nd can be made up Into
attractive even' "when the bag's untied."
the Democratic campaign "slogan" for this year. It has been very generally
discussed by the Republican Journals on the assumption that it was to be the
war cry of "the enemy," but so far as we have observed the expression has
ten save the urgency of saving the
trees.
With desperate haste they
fallen absolutely flat among the hosts of the Democracy.
It has not "caught
loaded the logs into the cart and car-rle- d
on."
DAILY.SHORI STORIES
them to the furrows between the
It Is not likely that any phrase deliberately forged to serve aa a catch
rows of trees, where they were soaked
word ever "caught" with the people.
with oil and a fire started. Hour after
Some of Napoleon Bonaparte's work
hour they labored, while the temperaof that kind may have had that effect.
It usually caught with the soldiers, THE PllOST KING'S CONQUEST.
ture dropped slowly.
Their hands
for whom hi phrases were contrived, and the people may have seized upon
were torn and bleeding, their faces
the catch words. But Napoleon was a genius. Catch words which stick are
By Harold Carter.
black with Bmoke, while the sweat
intellectual flashes struck oft in the heat of composition or oratory. We have
dripped from their bodies. Load
twenty-fiv"A
dollar
and that's after load until the whole orchard
bad many such from notable Americans.
As we write we recall General
was hidden under a wreath of smoke
Grant's expressions "I propose to move immediately on your works," "Let us my limit to you."
"For heaven's sake, consider, ' that stung and blinded them, until the
have peace," "Let no guilty man escape." which for years formed part of the pleaded
man,
the
the tall flames shot up between the trees,
common speech of the people. The "innocuous desuetude" and "We are con. packer by theoldarm as catching
he turned to illuminating the figures and the workfronting a condition and not a theory" of President Cleveland are still In com-tno- n mount his horse. "Smith offered me ers.
That night will never be forgotten
as much, and you paid the colonel
use. President Roosevelt has let fly some scintillations which are
In central Florida,
When the wind
repeated, as witness:: "Malefactors of great wealth" applied to those one forty for his own oranges."
who buy votes, and "undesirable citizens" as applied to those who sell them.
"A better crop, Mr. Lee," replied dropped at morning and the warm
There is also, of course, the "speak softly and carry a big stick" the first the packer impatiently. "Come air. sun thawed the frozen ponds thousands of acres of the best orange counpart, however, having fail into "Innocuous desuetude."
it's yours to take or leave."
A phrase which "catches on" must perfectly describe In very few words a
The packer tapped his boot impat- try were ruined; millions of trees
condition which all recognize as existing and also be applicable to conditions iently with his riding crop. The old stood, slowly shedding their leaves,
constantly arising with respect to other matters. All the phrases above quoted planter put his pride behind him once killed by the frost But the golden
fruit still hung from the trees of Che
meet both these conditions.
Mr. Bryan's first "phrase" "You shall not again.
orchard.
crucify these people upon a cross of gold" stampeded a convention and got
"Mr. Carvalho, you are a wealthy Lee
That afternoon Carvalho rode up to
him his first nomination for the presidency because it met the first require- man," he pleaded. "You hold the
ment It did vividly suggest rather than describe a condition which did then mortgage on my farm. Your profits the homestead. His Jaunty air had
exist, although It soon ceased to exist.
are large. Pay me ten cents a box departed.
'
"Mr. Lee. I hear you have saved
This last coinage "Let the people rule" has nothing In it to fire the more for my oranges and I can keep
Imagination.
The people do rule in this country and always have ruled. The up the interest My God, man, you're your orchard," he said. "Well sir,
governments we have are not always what the people desire, but they have driving me out of my home, and all conditions have changed and the
luck's with yo.
will buy all you
not cared enough for any change to exert themselves. And everybody under- for a paltry 10 cents on the box."
stands that.
More than that, our governments in the main are good gov"Mr. Lee, I am not in business for can let me have at $5 a box."
ernments. The people have prospered under them and are prospering. AU my health," Carvalho replied. "It's a
HOTEL AIUUVALS.
talk of the "oppression" of the people by "the trusts" or anybody else Is po- matter of business. If you can't aflitical rot
The phrase "Let the people rule," implying that they do not ford to take my price look around
rule, will not catch on because Its insincerity is self evident.
Mr. Bryan will elsewhere. I don't 'want your orangAlvarado.
never be successful phrasemaker.
es. As for the mortgage
H. E. Adams, Datll; A. L. Roaed,
well, why
shouldn't I foreclose? Unless," i.e Kansas City; S. O. Small, C. H. Small,
added craftily, " you have any further Oklahoma; F. E. Chase, Dallas; J. W.
Inducement to offer me."
Benham, Chicago; Mrs. A. Jarrett,
Los Angeles; Mrs. H. S. Laughlln and
"You mean "
"Well, I mean Hilda,"
son, Los Angeles; Mr. and Mrs. D. B.
The Raton Range says: The Democratic newspapers of the territory are
already aligning themselves against statehood.
"The girl has given you her answer. Seymour, Los Angeles; H. E. Mooker,
There la no other way to
Chicago; J. A. Sutherland and famecure statehood for the territory of New Mexico at the coming session of What can I do?"
Congress than that of electing Hon. William H. Andrews as our delegate to
"Do!" shouted Carvalho. "You can ily, Roswell; A. S. Rankin, Topeka;
Congress.
Every thinking person knowa that Mr. Larrazolo cannot secure turn out that miserable, penniless low P. Marsh, Topeka; A. M. Helneman,
white fellow that she's .thrown me El Paso; John Kerr, Magdalena; J. E.
statehood for the territory of New Mexico.
The great common classes favor statehood for the territory upon the most over for. Yon can "
Cooper, Kansas City; L. Weinberg,
favorable terms on which It can be secured.
"That's quite enough," interrupted Chicago; L. F. Klmmell, Kansas City;
These same people, the great
mass of them, through their delegate to the Republican territorial convention the old planter. "If I were a younger Henry Krusley, Tombstone, Am.; H.
have chosen Delegate William H. Andrews as the standard bearer for their man I would show you how we used K. Clark, Chicago; J. V. Yard, iil
party during the present campaign.
Mr. Andrews' influence and achieve- to treat men of your stamp In Florida. i'aso; A. Isaacu, Los Angeles, Calif.
ments In Congress which cannot be doubted have won for him the esteem of Take yourself off, adr, to the devil.''
The packer smiled evilly as he
Mr. Andrews will be elected
the rank and file of the Republican ticket.
lit urges.
this fall by the largest majority ever given any Republican delegate in the mounted his horse.
Atchldon,
Chas.
Denver; J. E. Nelterritory because the people of the territory want statehood and they know
"You'll come to me very differently
Clovls; Jose Zomellera, S. Ortiz,
that the election of Mr. Andrews Is the only possible way in whloh statehood next month to plead for an extension son,
Cuba, N. M.; R. L. Cook. Kansas
can come to them.
A vote for the Republican candidate this year is a direct of time," he sneered. "But out you City;
L. Morgan, San Diego, Calif.;
vote for statehood.
The election of Mr. Larrazolo, however, remote it may a;o, Mr. Lee, and you can take your S. S. A.Berchfield,
W. W. Lorhoen,
be, would mean the sending to Washington of an obscure man without pres- daughter"
Deming; B. Havell, Navajo; A. M.
tige or Influence.
He stopped, frightened by the old Donop,
New York; W. R. Ellis, Ama-rillman's appearance, and, spurring 'his
L. E. Dlaune, Wlllard; H. W.
Denmark Is a little tongue of land hanging onto the north edge of things horse, cantered away dawn the sandy
by Its eyebrows.
A flock of prin- road. The planter walked back sadly Kelly, Rochester, N. Y.; A. C. Ogden,
It is a great breeding ground for klnga
ces and princesses turned loose in Denmark double their numbers every two toward his home. All around hint. Columbus. Ohio; Myrtle Marfield, sun
years, and are healthy.
Most of the kings and queens of Europe are of Dan. acre upon acre, the orange trees hung Diego, Calif.; Harvey Vohs, BernaJos. Merkin, Kansas City. Mo.;
Ish blood.
Other animals do well there, too. The kingdom la Just about the low with golden fruit And this, his lillo;
F. A. Manzamans, Mr. and Mrs. Gonsize of Massachusetts and Connecticut.
The soil Is good; but almost any of life's work, was to be swept aay.
our agricultural states has better soil naturally.
The Danes used to be poor
A girl and a young man came slo-l- y zales, Fort Sumner.
as skimmed milk poorer, In fact, for skim milk Is rather rich. If you only
toward him through the garden.
Grand Central.
realize it Now Denmark, on that patch of land, has 1,000.000 people, more Tears came into his eyes as he
Think of more than a million people sup- thought of what the future held for
than half of whom are farmers.
Mrs. M. E. Savage, Guam; M. F.
ported by farming on the area of Connecticut and Massachusetts, and reckon them.
Qulnn, Las Vegas; V. A. Johnston,
the size of their farms, and you will be astonished. Yet, these Danish farm,
"How cold It's turned," said the St. Louis; J. A. Osborne, El Paso.
ers were never so prosperous as now. They sell the other half of the Danes girl, coming up to kUs him. "Do you
what butter and milk they, consume, and ship the rest to England.
And know they've sent out frost signals
Cralge.
England pays these Danish dairymen $2,000,000 a week fur It.
Every man, from Tampa? What la the thermomMr. and Mrs. D. E. Smith and son,
woman and child on a Danish farm thus gets on the average 11 a week from eter?"
Denver; P. A. Woodling, Kansas City;
one country for one product
Denmark produces 170.000,000 pounds of but.
The old man went up to a mimosa J. E. Mantonya,
Pittsburg, Pa.
ter every year. The nation Is as contented as any people ought to be, and as tree where the thermometer
hung;
prosperous as any nation in the world perhaps.
Their profits In cattle make then started back with an exclamaSavoy.
up for the loss on king. Now how did this happy state of things cume about? tion, it had fallen to 39. The young
11. B. Smith. Topeka; R. W. Hull,
Simplicity luelf.
The people of Denmark are a race man read his consternation.
It was education.
U. 8. B. A. I.; P. W. Mergor,
They are getting all the grass from
of scientific farmers and dairymen.
"Sam!" he cried to the negro coachIt has been farmed for a thousand man, hitch up the mare, quick; bring
their, soil that the soil will produce.
yeaj-BIn 10 years hencfe It will the pine logs into the furroughs."
and is better now than it wan 10 years ao.
be better yet.
Tiny have no Roosevelt there to preach conservation of na
Site Like Ootid Thing.
Ho pointed to the great store of logs
A Danish farmer
tional resources, but it has been preached all the same.
that fciy, for Just such an emergency,
Mrs. Chas.
E. Smith
of Weet
Experiment stations are scattered all over piled h gh behind the stable. But be- Franklin, Maine, says: "I Itks aood
is taught his business in school.
the toy kingdom. They know all about bacteria an ferment and nitrates fore the cart was ready the girl came thtngs and hare adopted Dr. King'
and legumes. They have solved the problem of "A Little Land ajid a Living
running to him. The temperature New Life Pills as our family laxative
had gone down one more degree. The medicine, because they arc good and
For years t!;c railroads have contended that Congress Is not empowered sun had fet and a cold wind blew an their work without making
fuss
to make them exercise, greater precautions in the operat on of trains than from the northwest.
about It" These painless purifiers
are exacted under the common law requirement of "reasonable care," an
ol.j at all dealers. 26c.
After that everything was forgot
elastic term under the application of which Justice has often miscarried. Two
decisions by the United flutes court "f appeals n St. Iyouia yesterday seem
Is an ordeal which all women
to determine, j far as this Inter mediate court has the power to define and
make permanent the construction of the law. that Congress has the authority
approach with dread, for
to enforce specific piecautlon. even to the kind of coupl.ng that shall be used
nothing compares to the pain
between cars.
These dec sinus are the more Important because they reverse
The thought
of child-birtverdicts reached In the lower courts under the old railroad plea. This ruling
of the suffering in store for
will greatly strengthen the efforts of the government to enforce reliable safety
Appliances an in the long run should greatly reduce the number of railway
her robs the expectant mother
themselves
atccidenis.
It would ye cm also that the railway corporations
pleasant anticipations.
of
hould, on the r on motion, employ every consistent precaution to prevent Thousands cf women have found the use of Mother's Friend robs
Occidents, not only because of the liabllitiet they ure always under to injured
confinement of much pain and insures safety to life of mother and
jiassengers, but also because of the Kie.ter responsibility they will encounter
child. This liniment is a God-sen- d
to women at the critical time. Not
in the larger scope of the Employeis' l.iabii ty law.
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The ktandlng of the sultan's mil tary household has been coaslderably
The number of his
cut down, a dispatch from ConsUi.tinuple announces.
A curious
and gossipy
has been reduced from 1U0 to 130.
world wlil wonder it an equal number of wive have been dbotiarged.

SHOW LARGE
INCREAS IE
Statements of National Banks
Business Condl- Hons Are Improving

Indicate

Washington, Aug. 27. Treasury of-- f
cials are greatly encouraged In their
belief that the business conditions
arc gradually but certainly Improving, not on:y by the Increase In receipts from cusioms and internal rev
enue, but by tne ravoraDie snowing
made by tire nat.otial banks throughout the country.
A comparison of the last summary
of condition of the national banks
made by the comptroller of the currency July II, 1908. with the corresponding period for 1907. shows n
Increase In specie and legal tender
held by the banks of $147,395,117.
There also has been an increase in
the surplus of $11,741,420. and in
notwithcirculation of $81,714,100,
standing the activity which has been
displayed in the reduction of circulation since the panic of t fall.
Individual deposits have been Inonly does Mother's Friind carry women safely through the perils of
child-birtcreased by $18,111,805. and the total
rut it prepares
resources of the banks by $21,735,937.
the system for the coming
Since May, 1907, the date with
event, relieves "morning
which this comparison Is made, notsickness," and1,y ,,neither dis-rowithstanding the fact that the banks
' 00
forts S"M
have passed through a serious financial disturbance and were obliged o
lion neille1 fr,.
lllE 11KADKIFLD REGUXATOR CO.
resort to the issuing to a considerable
AtUnta, Via.
extent of scrip and clearing bouse

Becoming

The shah of I'eiHia, observant of recent events In the realm of hU brother of Turkey, ha made on ifj'n to the revolutionists.
These are trying
days for autocrats who lay too grot tieM on the tradition of their divine
right to rule as they please.

IIS

BANK

h.

la-s-

certificates in order to meet the needs
NOTICE.
of their respective communities, the
borrowing liabilities of the banks have
Road Tax Now Due.
been reduced $16,848,441 below the
The law requires every
liabilities of that character of a year man
ago, and the following Items of re- years between the ages of SI and 19
pay a road tax of
sources show increases by amounts $1 or. toIn annually
lieu of sum sum, to labor
given over the same ltenia held in on
the public road three days. See
May, 1907:
8. Chapter II. Acts of th 87th LegisSpecie and legal tenders. $157,527,801 lative Assembly.
27,499.983
Capital stock
The supervisor of road district No.
29,250,393
Surplus
8. comprising precincts No. 11 and
65,746,270
Hank circulation
26, which precincts Include th city
1,671,067 of Albuquerque, accepts
Individual deposits ... .
the office)
without compensation and Is devoting
$237,562,966
Total resources
time and energy to th discharge of
These figures show the largest gain the duties of the office to the and
for any one year In the cash holdings that proper use be made of the road
of the banks in the history of the na- fund and that we have good roads.
tional banking system.
The character of roads to be built and
The percentage of cash held to de- the line of work are determined by
posits is now 15.63 per cent, as the Good Roads association.
against 13.34 per cent in 1907 and
Mr. 8. M. Porterfleld Is authorized
12.70 per cent in 1906. This percentto receive payment of the road tax,
age was exceeded only once before and for the convenience of the publle
in 1904, when the proportionate cash will make calls when he can do so
to deposits amounted 10 19.13 per or payment can be made at Porter
cent.
nek; and Co.'s, 216 West Oold avenue.
The individual deposits on July 15, Tup law will be strictly enforced.
1908. aggregated $4,3 74,651,208. the
W. H. GILLETWATER,
highest in the history of the system.
Su perrlsor.
Theso figures, It Is stated, indicate
Granulated Sore Fjr Ckirerl.
that the banks are strong in reserve
and prepared to meet any normal de
"For twenty years I suffered from
upon
may
be
made
them
mands that
a bad case of granulated sore eyes,
the coming fall. Considering the se- says Martin Boyd of Henrietta. Ky.
vere strain to which the banks were "In February, 1903. a gentleman ask.
subjected during the financial strin- ed me to try Chamberlain's Salve. I
gency this Bhowlng Is very gratifying bought one box and used about
of It and my eyes have not
to the oflWlals and signifies a steady
given me any trouble since." This
and reasonably progressive improvement in banking conditions and a re- salve la for sale by all druggists.
turn to confidence in their stability.
Srscrlbe for The Evening CUlsea
If you want the best stockings oi and ?et tbe news.
the market buy our Black Sat Style
of Jobbing la
girls. I I make a
15 for boys and Style 10 for
rick work or plantering. It. AngWo
They are 2 Be a pair. We also have a Onrdotte,
brick matton and plasterer,
tplenalu tsrude of the same make at
lac. Colors are absolutely fast. C. l'lume 1491.
May's til ie ftore, 314 West Centrul
Should you fall to receive The
avenue.
Evening Cltlsen, call tap the
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
No. 21, and your paper will be
FEK'8 GOOD ICR CREAM AXD
WAIVTO.V8
delivered by special messenger.
ICK CHKAM
60DA.
able-bodi-

two-thir-

l

imce store.
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brihgingater livestogkshow

TONIGHT

WILL BE HELD

217 MILES

IN OCTOBER

TOJCITY

After you have finished the day's
work, eaten dinner, and settled
yourself for a pleasant evening at
home you will need to make the
evening'spleasure complete with a

Kansas City Prepares For
nual Event Which Promises
to bo Better Than Ever.

An-

Big Project to Supply Los An
geles Is Now Under Way
and Will Cost Millions.

Kansas City, Aug. 27. The tenth
Mojave, Calif., Aug. 27. This Is a
way Btatlon on the line of the annual
American Royal Livestock
it consist show will bo held Monday to Batur
Lee Angeles aqueduct,
chiefly of a Harvey depot hotel, l day, Inclusive, October 12 to 17, at
general store, and a string of saloons
which utraMle In both directions to Kansas City. This is the national
of the breeders of fine stock,
ward the desert. Ollburnlng engines show
hones, swine, sheep and poulsnort and stink around the station.! cattle,
try; the breeders who have competed
an occasional human loafs In or out at
state and local fairs take their anl
of one of the saloons and a hot blast
to the lioy&l for the final round
cones whirling In from the desert mals
up and decisive contest.
and goes whirling out again.
The cattle divisions Include the
It is a nice place. Is Mojave nlc Hereford,
Shorthorn, Galloway and
for rattlesnakes and .cacti and for Angus,
and are the national shows of
those of this simplifying age who these breeds,
the direction Of
"feel the desert's lure." If you belong the ofllclals of under
the associations. There
on;
otherwise
come
society,
to that
western
for pure-bred- s,
tay close to porcelain tubs and arti- are classes feeders,
and native
fat stock, grajs- ficial Ice.
cattle In car lota,
fed and grain-fe- d
But this concerns the aqueduct. There is also e. division for range cat
217
miles
will
be
When completed It
tie, with prizes for car lots by dis
In length; It will dry up a lake a hun-d- rt tricts,
one
will
pierce
square;
It
1
miles
The horse division was enlarged last
e
tunnel, and year
mountain by a
and Is to be further expanded
by
somewhat
several other mountains
year. It Includes classes for lsr
this
$24,000,000:
will
cost
horter bores; It
cherons, Clydesdales, Belgians, Ger
It will have a daily flow of 5,ooo.uuu man coach horses and several classes
horse90,000
gallons; It will develop
saddle and harness horses. En
power; and It will save Los Angeles for
tries In the horse division are to be
famand Its citrus belt from a water years
made directly with the secretary of
ine, and provide a plenty for 60
the Royal, A. M. Thompson, at tha
to come.
Kansas City stock yards. W. A. ElWork on this enormous undertak- gin of Platte City, Mo., Is again the
may
ing has begun. This statement
superintendent of the mule division.
be verified by going from Mojave, and receives the entries.
with J. B. Llppencott, engineer au-In
Swine breeders expect to see this
charge, who will load you into an
year a show that will far surpass
tomobile and drag you 70 miles across anything held heretofore In
the Unit
Aemart roads to show you where a tun
ed States. Each association has at
neling crew has penetrated 1600 feet ready
received entries guaranteeing a
Into the granite bowels of the coast grand dUplay. N. II. Gentry la su
range mountains. Then he will put perintendent of the division.
Entries
and ee
ion into an Iron dump-ca- r
to be made to the superintend
you shoved by an electric dummy Into are
ernts of the various sections as ol
that 1600 feet of hole and up to the lows:
verv aDex where a compressed air
Chester Whites W. W. Waltmlre,
drill and a crew of men are filling Rayinore, Mo,
darkness with dust and a deafening
Duroo Jersey Thomas L. Williams,
roar.
Kansas City, Mo,
Los Angeles has grappled with its
Berkshire
Frank S. Springer,
water problem, and the result is an Springfield,
IK.
inriortukine which may well cause
The sheep division embraces this
other citUs to sit up and think. Newa year
the Cotswold, Hampshire, Shrop
York plans to bring its water from
and Southdown, the national as
colnt 110 miles distant about half shire
to Los sociations for each breed, as In the
the distance from Owens valley
of all kinds of stock at the
Angeles but the New York aqueduct case
Royal, being behind the various sec
will fj- - no Droblems like those which
tions. Entries for the sheep exhibit
lurk in the Mojave desert and the are to be
made with the secretary of
'.coast range hills. Here it is a matter the Royal,
A. M. Thompson. In sheep.
of diverting streams which feed
no outlet, creat- as In cattle, special awards are pro
salt lake which has
vided for range bred loads, by dis
ing reservoir at avery saucer In the tricts,
hills, planting , turbines and Impulse
The American Angora Goat Breed- wheels at every plate wnere me
shafts era' association will hold Its ninth
er drops and driving
exhibit in connection with the
through miles of solid granite hills.In- annual
Royal, with numerous classes. John
Nor is the engineering fight less
Fulton of Helena, Mont., Is super
teresting than the fight which went W.
which the lutendent and receives entries.
before it the struggle
Poultry From Many States.
people had to make to shake off the
new feature this year Is the poul
private corporations which had the tryA Bhow,
the preliminary announce'
city by the throat and charged extor- merit of which
attracted entries from
water
every
of
ounce
for
toll
tionate
half a dozen states. Generous prize
delivered through the mains. Con- have
been set aside for all kinds of
famine
fronted with the certainty ofwere
All birds except turkeys and
un- poultry.
these rapacious corporations
geese
will be exhibited as breeding
willing to let go. They fought the pens only,
buya pen to consist of one
siew water project at every step,
two
male
females. Turkeys and
and
at
papers
until
subsidizing
ing and
geese will be exhibited in pair. P,
one time there was Just one organ
De Free, 932 Jackson avenue, Kan
the Los Angeles Record wnicn aarej H.
sua City, Mo., is superintendent, and
the truth.
and was willing to tellfinally
won, and will receive entries.
But the light was
The Students' Judging Contort.
those who helped to make it men
The stock Judging contests which
like J. B- - Llppencott. formerly with have
become so important a feature
the government reclamation service,
Fred Eaton and the pres- of stock shows, are always given spe
cial attention at the Royal. Farm.
ent chief engineer, Wm. Mulholland
are to be pardoned if they feel some era' sons under 25 years of age, and
The agricultural students who have not In
pride In the results attained.
money has been raised. Bonds were previous years taken part in such con
the awards include
voted by the people, and they were tests, are eligible;
ubserlbed at a premium In the east. individual prizes and the Kansas City
A million and a half has been spent. stock yards grand trophy for college
valley teams of five. T. W. Morse, 1016
In acquiring lands in Owens
which will b overflowed in reservoirs Central street, Kansas City, Is super
or deprived of its irrigation waters. A intendent, and receives entries.
Livestock entries must oe made
board of engineers has been over and
September 10. A. M. Thompson,
approved the plans, and now there
are twelve or fifteen hundred people secretary, has offices at the Kansas
City siock yards, where inquiries may
on the work.
When the aqueduct Is finished at be addressed.
The Royal will, as usual, have an
a cost of $24 000.000. It will require
abundance of special features for the
about $10,000,000 more to complete
the power plants. Hut these power entertainment of visitors, and exhibits
90,000 of the newest equipment for farm
some
planu will develop
enough to run the city's work and livestock raising.
The Sale.
etn-t-- t
car system. And for many
The sales which are hold during the
yours thee will be more water than
of th week of the show supply the Import1;. , mJe I f r the domestic
:t is planned to sell this ant oflico of putting at once Into pracand
reoi.le
'
the tical use the Ideas which the show
to the orchardmen to irrigate
The breeder disorsiiKc. olive nut and othr crops has demonstrated.
whi h now eke out a scanty life by poses of his surplus and takes on animal that will Klve his herds or
well and pumping plants.
The aquedui-- is municipally ownsd flocks the points they need. The
actiBwift march of progress In breeding
snd there are safeguards In the prl- makes It necessary for each breeder
I.reveniing sale at any time to a
ate corporat on. Added safeguards to watch closely the fine points of
hare heen cit around the enterprise ),is business, and the Royal gives him
by thn federal government in acts the opportunity to keep his stock up
creat nit forest reservations, ana pro- to the top notch, which Is the prom- viding fir the sale to the municipality able notes.
at a nominal prie, of any public
CURED
IRAr'.i:sS CANNOTasUKtney
land muled for the project.
cannot
by locul applications,
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
A Faithful Frln.
Is only one way to cure deafthere
"I have ued Chamberlain's Colic, ness, and thai Is hy constitutionalan remIs caused by
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy since edies. Uearnesa
condition of the mucous lining
It was first Introduced to the public of the Eustachian Tube.
v hen this
In 1S72, end have never found one tune la In named you hav a rumbling
hesrlngt
snd when
speedImperfect
or
not
sound
was
cure
a
Instance where
IS
Is entirely r'osed, iearnes l
ily effected by Its use. I have been a Itresult,
intlamnistloi.
and
unless
the
for eighteen be taken rut t.s this tube restjro to
commercial traveler
mil b
Its normal condition, hem-In- s
years, snd never start out on a trip destroyed
forever; nine cases out of ten
without this, my faithful friend." says are caused by Catarrn,
whicn la nothiH. 8. Nichols o Oakland. Ind. Ter. ng- but an Inflamed condition of las
surfaces.
When a man has used a remedy for mucous
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
years he knows Its value, any
thirty-fiv- e
ease
of Oeafneaa (caused by caand i competent to speak of It. For tarrh! that cannot be cured by Hall s
eend for circulars free.
Cure.
Catarrh
9: by all drugs'.
CO., Toledo, O.
K. J. t'HK.NEK
Hold by Drusglsts 75o.
Take Hall's family fills for
lu Tl MO- An advert
t
extended
ten Is an Invitation
Tle raplil Inoreaxe la our business
all onr reader. Wa lnM a
Is due to
work and fair treat,
large majority of the people to
ment or our patrons. Hubbs Laun
your tre.

copy of

ball

..
3obn Eiancocft.
the Declaration of Independence his name may be read without
It stands out the strongest, boldest, finest signature.
UPON In the
most realistic sense John Hancock pledged life and fortune to
finance the Revolution in its earlier stages.
He held investments in banks, breweries, distilleries, stores, hotels, and owned
The seizure of one of them
A fleet of ships engaged in the rum, wine and oil trade.
(for evading the revenue laws) precipitated the Boston Massacre. He was strong
hearted, full of enterprise, patriotic and bold of spirit. Over many a foaming
glass of Boston Ale and hot punch he often declared, "I glory in publicly avowing
my eternal enmity to tyranny."
REFERENCES:

nve-mll-

i4

7

Hubbard's "Little Journey,," p.
cock. His Hook, page 129.

E venting

Citizen
Albuquerque's

leading home
newspaper the paper that prints
all the news of the day immediately after it occurs. Do not
wait for tomorrow morning's paper to get today's news, but read
the news tonight, while it's fresh.
The evening paper covers the
field accurately but briefly while
it is still news. The morning paper simply elaborates.

John Ilea

Proceediugs Am. Antiquarian Boa, 15, 324, 927

100-16- 9.

t

The Natural Drink of America

like Budweiser,
in
one.
is a thousand medicines
It stimulates the entire digestive tract, strengthens and quietens the
nerves, promotes the social happiness of the entire household, greatly enhancing the pleasure of living.

A good pure malt beer, made from barley and hops,

To keep posted up to the minute
read the EVENING CITIZEN, The
Citizen is printed at 5 o'clock and
delivered to your home by the
time you are ready for it, for 6o
cents a month. If you do not read
The Citizen you are not getting
.1 .
all that is coming to you
t

THE KING OF ALL BOTTLED BEERS
Bottled Only at the

Brewery

Anheuser-Busc- h

St Louis, U. S.

w"eVVV

M

sP

m

C.

VV.

KUNZ.

Distributor

A.

ALBUQUERQUE,

CORKED OR WITH CROWN CAPS

The..

Now Is the Time to Subscribe
DO IT NOW

N.M.
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i
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12-fo- ot

r
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t

;
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dry- -

IS

E AIDS

GREATEST SKYSCRAPER

Will

MILITARY

52

STORIES

BE THE

ll

AN ENDORSED CHECK

SCHOOL

"

ZS

FOR DISPUTE

The endorsement upon the back of each check is evidence that
the party received payment.
This endorsement makes each check an indisputable receipt for
the amount paid. No need to pay any bill the second time.
Pay by check it's the safe way.
We offer exceptional advantages for checking; accounts, both
large and small.

.

;

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

HAVE YOU A

ROOM TO RENT?
OR A HOUSE?
Do you know that people are almost fighting
for quarters right here in Albuquerque, and now?
An ad like this
FOR RENT Lars-a-, well furnished,
well rentllated front room, modern
and sanitary. OO Blake 81

,

us.

i

GIVES NO GROUND

New York, Aug. 27. Has the limit
at last been readied In skyscrapers?
New Yorkers are asking themselves
this question almost dally as they
look at the huge tower of the Metropolitan Life building on Madison
square. The city has at last taken
She Will Present Government up the question. Building commls-alone-rs
are now making tests and exWith Island In the Hudson
periments to ascertain Just how h'gh
For Preparatory School
It Is safe to go with skyacrapera.
The present opinion teems to be
was
learned
Aug.
27.
It
that hereafter the building permits
Now York,
definitely today that negotiations will allow the construction only of
have been about completed for the buildings not to exceed 45 stories In
purchase by Mrs. Russell Sage or Con- height
stitution Island, In the upper Hudson,
If such a law should become efopposite West Point, and that Mrs. fective, the Metropolitan tower, which
Sage will shortly present the lalaid la SI stories above the sidewalk,
In
to the United States government tor would remain the highest building
oe
probably
thon
would
the site of a great military prepara- the world. It
tory school, which will form one of referred to as one of the "seven wonthe moBt Important features of the ders," as well aa a good advertiset ment for the insurance company that
.a. V? ?eT U-- l
military training establishment
West Point.
Mrs. &age has had the purchase of erected It
tiM r 77
The Metropolitan tower, all told, Is
the Inland In view for some time, and
tower
alone
papers
high.
are
In
the
about
732,4 feet
it la known that the
to b signed and that some announce8,200 tons of Iron were used. The
will
Sage's
Intention
Mrs.
ment of
building has over ti acrea of
entire
v isift
l 111
week.
probably be made within a
space.
floor
West
Col. Scott, the commandant at
Point, who Is known to have been
consulted by representatives of Mrs.
".v,' i
'
Sago as to v. hetln-- it would be possiBiff: ill' "5 Hi
ble to carry out Mrs. Sage's Idea of
IF,'"
a military preparatory school, and
it: m
whether It was probable that Con
' ... '.
MM
mj
gress would sanction the presentation
Va
iH
JJ.Ht ,
of the Island, said today that he had
received no paper In the transaction
mm
and that any statement concerning It
?:? hi iw
must come from Mrs. Sage.
:..
F5
Col. Scott declined to say whether
m ;n m
m
ft
"'r
the presentation of Constitution Island
til m mi
during the recent
had been
mmm
visit of Secretary Wright and himself
to President Roosevelt at Oyster Bay,
but It U believed that the subject ws
a
talked of, and that it was decided
that there would be nothing In the
way of the gift being accepted by the
government.
President Roosevelt la known io
photograph op metropolitan life) building in
have had the Idea of a great military
new York.
training school In mind for several
years and that on account of his In
terest In the project the purchase rf than 11,000 an acre, at which price pen nam of Elisabeth A. WetsereUj
Constitution Island for that purpose property In the vicinity of the ls.and bought the property In JS0. They
was to have been brought up In the has been selling. It Is not considered are said to have bought It. not only
home, but to Drevent It from
next Congress. Whether Mra Sage likely that Mrs. Sage Intends to fur- as
at any time devoted to business
will also furnish the money with nish the necessary funds for the
ahlch to erect the necessary build- buildings on the Island, or that the purposes and with the Idea that soms
ings on the Island will not be known government would expect her to do time It would be Included In the mili
tary reservation.
until a statement concerning Consti- BO.
tution Island is made for her.
Constitution Island Is now the
FEE'S GOOD ICR OVT.AM A!fT
The 280 acres comprising the isl- property of Miss Anna Bartlett WarTV ALTON' 8
bODV
and can be bought for about 1160,000, ner, who, with her sister, the lata CE CHKAM
W la said, which la considerably
less Susan Warner, who wrote under the Jit I O STORE.
r

z

i

OF HEIGHT

mm

"

placed In The Albuquerque Citizen will secure
you a tenant at the small cost of

3

times for 35c, or 6 times for 50c.

latest

W1s Is tins fur IndlcesOoaT
Mr. A. Robinson of DramqaU. On-

tario, has been troubled for years
with tndlfestion,
sU recommends
Stomach and XJvsr
Chamberlain's
Tablets aa "the best medicine I evsr
used." It troubled with Indigestion or
trial. They
const! petio (Its them
are certain to prove beneficial. They
rs easy to take and pleasant In affect. Price tl cents. Bamplea free at
all drag-g-Ut-

OF TUB WORLD.
Meet Erery Friday Brenln
At I Bhar.
FOREST IN ELKS' THBUTER.
WOODMEN

id.

r.

W. Moore. C. C
D. B. PhUllps. Clerb,
411 West Lead Are.
Hi.

VISITINO

BOVBTREIQNJB

COMB.

WEL--

rom

' rA

III

FONSECA TRIO. GREAT

Will LEARN,

Demonstration

PHOiNE 72

!

CXJOCXDCXJCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOOO

CRYSTAL
Week of Aug. 27 to Sept. 2

THE ORIGINAL
MERRYMAKERS
Colored Quartette of
singers and comedians who present
a minstrel first part.
A genuine

New Moving Pictures
OCXXXXXXXXXXXJOCXOOCOC

Colombo Theater
410 SOUTH SECOND 9T.
Phone 471.

Pictures
and Illustrated Songs.
Chang Kvarr Might
Moving

Rivals for a Week.
The Wrong Valise.
Country Drams,

Jersualem
Fonsxca Troupe, Acrobats.
SONGS

G. Gould, Tenor.
SUNDAY.

ROLLER SKATING RINK

Popular Amusement Place in the City
Most

Program Tonight
Only One Moving Picture Performance

At

S:SO

P. H.

Romance In m Gypsy Ctunp
The Old Maid's Parrot
Arabian Dagger
Family of Cats
Songs by Mrs. C. A. Frank
The Man That lights the Fire
My Dream for You
Morning, Afternoon and Even
lug Session.
ADMISSION

For

Boys

10 CENTS.

and

Girls

'That are getting ready for school wi
have the famous Boater Brown Blue
Kib'oon shoes; also a nice line of medium priced shoes.
Boys' Shoes
$1.15 up to 12.50
Girls' Shoes
(125 up to $2.50
We have the extra good Bearskin
Hose for boys and girls.
Boys' well made School Suits, $1.76

to

$4.00.

especially east of the
river, many Intelligent
people have no faith In Irrigation as
a means of making soil bear field and
orchard crops," sa.d F. 1 Vandj-grif- t,
chairman of the committee of
publicity of the National Irrigation
congress, this morning.
"They liken it to gardening by a
sprinkling pot. I know that was my
owu opinion before I began to travel
in the mountain west, although I lived
on tho Missouri river, which is within a night's ride of tlie upper Arkansas vuihy, where a rainless region has
been made productive by artificial irrigation. In Kansas City and other
communities along the river lately
we huve been 'shown by the daily
receipts of I vestuvk and field and
orchard products from Irrigated regions of the west, but in the states
eastward many continue to be skeptical.
"It is for the information of these
misguided people that the International exposition will play a part dur
ing the progress of the National Irrl- gation congress, w hich will open t j
Albuquerque September 29. The farm
exhibit of the expo.ltl'u will be l
revelation to such visitois. They will
see, by the eating thery, that the
Ben Davis apple, for Instance, grown
in the irrigated valleys of the desert
west, is a real apple.
"In the humid east the Ben Davis
apple is an apple only for in w 11
is the favoritj hoarding house apple,
becuuse it 'lajla.' It is put on the
table when it first omes from market, and, presenting such a beautiful
aspect, the boarder is tmpl'id tJ take
he will be
a bite. He knows
fooled, for he his bl.twa of the Bin
Davis before. But ever new arrival
looks so nice that tie I tempted again
and again. The one bite is enough.
The next day the bitten upplj comes
back in the form of :vize, but it Is
neglected as before; only freshened
daily by the next bit'en apple, until
finally even the flies ia.s it up.
"Such is the Ben Davis apple of the
east. In the Irrigated west its handsome cousin is an entirely different
fruit. It resembles Its eastern cousin
only in beauty of form and color. Behind the beauteous skin the resemblance disappears.
The two are no
more alike in the eating than turnips
and a Las Cruces cantaloupe.
The
Ben Davis of irrigation jhas flavor and
body, and one invites another, until
the appetite is satisfied.
"This is the Ben Davis apple visitors will see at' the International exposition, and it will be an example of
the superiority of all orchard products of Irrigation over those of humid
regions. They will find, too, that the
citrus fruits, grown in the Salt river
valley of Arizona and the San Joa-- .
quin valley of California, are far superior to those grown In Florida, or
In tht countries of the Mediterranean
sea. They will see better wheat and
heavier, per bushel; better forage
crops;" better livestock and, added .o
the vxcelienice of quality, they will
learn that the soil here produces more
per acre than the soil of humid
countries.
"This is not prejudice; for I have
seen and know. I know the Missis
sippi basin, and I have traveled in the
irrigated
regions of the southwest,
and I believe if I were a farmer I
would rather set my stake in one of
the western valleys, where they turn
on the water as they need it, and
never suffer by drouth or flood. For
only Just enough and no more always
is better than too much or too little
of anything for any purpose.
"In the weekly letter sent to delegates accredited to the Irrigation congress throughout the United States,
tho committee of publicity this week
Includes remarks intended especially
fur skeptics who believe farming by
artificial irrigation Is a 'sprinkling pot
process.' The letter follows, in part;
" 'Dur.ng the week of the congress
anj for a week afterward, theVinter-nationexposition will be in progress.
In the congress, delegates and
others will learn of its object and
purpose, and of lliu progress irrigation is making in the west. In the
expos. tion they will fee actual
results of irrigation, in the form of
products uf the s 11 grown in the
desert by the nourish. ng touc h of
water.
" "For this, comparatively,
is a
rainless reyion. It is not a desert, in
the sense of sandy wastes; but it is
barren without water, and the object
it plain to
oi the congress is
the national government, and to tne
people of the whole country, that we
have suflicieiit water in the streams
and in the depths uf the earth for
tile uses of agriculture, if the general
government will conserve, it. A start
has been made by the creation of the
i eclamation
service; but additional
legislation by the United States congress will be necessary, from time
to t.nie. and the mission of the National Irrigation congress Is to tell
"In the

ea-st-

Mississippi

MALOY'S

MATINEE SAT. AND

of Irrigation

Education
of the Unbeliever.

pack and ship promptly. What's
more you can depend on quality
and price being right, If It comes
'
from

J.

T

AT COLOMBO, THEATRE

ACROBATS.

FRIIDAY MlllH!T

orchard Will FINISH WORK
cereals, grasses, fornge,
fruits, and other hardy products of
the north temperate "ne; and orABOUT
20
anges, lemons, grape fruit, olives, figs,
fruits.
dates and otlir
All of these have come to the desert
west since Americans, by private en- - I'.loctrleinn Will Have Decorations at
terprlse, bcvr.in to employ modern
Tho Alvnrmlo ICendy for a Test
methods of irrigation. To visitors
Then.
may
who
live eat of the 97th
It will be a revelation; and to
W. II. Tucker, electric wiring foreall a source of pride.' "
man for the Santa. Fe. who is here
superintending the work of stringing
lights on the Alvaraio and Santa Fe
MARKETS
TELEGRAPHIC
depot for the Irrigation congress, said
this morning that he would be ready
to give his work a test about SeptemSiH'lter.
St. oDuis, Aug. 27. Spelter, $4. S3. ber 20th.
power InThree thousand
candescent Hunts are being added to
St. Iiouis Wool.
St. Lois, Aug. 27, Wool steady, the already very adequate lighting fa.
cllitles of the two buildings. Of these
unchanged.
2.300 will be put on and around the
Money Market.
Alva.ado and 500 will be placed on
New York, Aug. 27. Prime mer- the depot. The remaining 200 will
per cent; be scattered around the smaller build-In- n
cantile paper,
money on call easy,
'114 per cent.
connected with the hotel.
The festoons spanning the lawn In
The Metals.
front of the hotel will be congress
New York, Aug. 27. Lead dull, colors, red and green alternating.
4.57 fir 4.62; lake copper dull, $13.50 The lights on the monogram on top
Cl 13.62; silver, 5 Hie.
of the hotel will be In keeping with
the official colors of the Santa Fe.
Grain and Provisions.
wh-tand blue. The great majority
Chicago, Aug. 27. Wheat Sept., of
lights will be white.
the
94 Vic; Dec,
Mr. Tucker has nine experienced
Corn Sept., 77e Dec, 6594c
assisting him.
Oats Sept., 494 49 c;
Dec, electricians
semi-tropic-

Will Do Aluch In

Mail us your orders and you can
depend on us to select carefully,

NEW

ma.

ATTENTION

al

n.

not the privilege of trading at a
store like Maloy's. we offer the"
came advantages enjoyed by

Amusements

27,

'

To people living ln less favored
towns in New Mexico, who have

2
1

nrrnsoAY, august

SIPIEge

SAYS

Orders

Rflai!

CITIZEH

Kats and other livestock; ail of the

Illc eastern visitor

MALOY'S

T.rorrFOtTE

We arc just in receipt of a Carload of Ammunition,'and
are now prepared to fill your orders for

Shot Gun Shells
Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot

34'4

SEE OUR ASSORTMENT

9494c.

4949c.
Pork Sept.,
Lard

$14.55;

Sept., $9.3214;

Oct,

$14.85.

TORCH

Oct., $9.40

BRIGADE

Ribs

Sept.. $8.80; Oct., $8.8714.

IS

-

WORMS

BURNING

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Aug. 27. Cattle Receipts
5.500; steady;
breves. $3.607.70; Effort Made to Hid the Trees of Pest
Texans, $3.50 5.00; westerns, $3.30
Is Making Good Headway.
5.80; slockers and feeders, $2.60
4.60; cows and heifers, $1.755.80;
A torch brigade Is now making the
calves, $5.25 7.25.
rounds of the thoroughfares burning
steady; the destructive, caterpillars from the
12,000;
Sheep Receipts
westerns, $2.604.25; yearlings, $4.25 trees. The furry
creatures have
4.90; western lam'os, $3.606.15.
made quite a little headway and
many of the large shade trees are
New York Stock".
enclosed In part by Immense nets
27.
New York, Aug.
Following woven by the little pests, who enwere closing quotations on the stock close themselves within And In time
eat all the leaves within their reach.
exchange today:
Many small trees have been killed by
80
Amalgamated Copper
89 74 caterpillars and the brigade of men
Atchison
who are dally working with lighted
94
do. preferred
New York Central
10514 torches In the hope of destroying the
Pennsylvania
125 14 pests Is doing good work.
The specimens this year are of a
162 74
Union Pacific
much larger .variety than of previous
47
United States Steel
years and the nets spun by them covdo. preferred
110
er large areas on the trees. The
smaller variety cause much damage
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Aug. 27. Cattle Re- to clothes as they drop to the wearceipts 6,000; steady; southern steers, ing apparel of passers by and If not
envelope
off
Immediately
shaken
$3.254.25; southern cows, $2.25
web which
S.40; stockera and feeders, $2.80) themselves In & small
4.75; bulls, $2.40 S.60; calves. $3.25 fastens Itself to the wayfarer's garO6.60; western steers, $3.755.00; ment and a small hole, similar to that
made by a moth. Is the result.
western cows, $2.50 3.75.
Sheep Receipts
steady;
8,000;
muttons, $3.754.10; lambs, $4. OOP
The Ladies of the a. A. R. will
5.85; range iwethers, $3.60 4. 25; fed serve dinner Saturday at Elks' banewes, $3.5 4.00.
at 11:30.
quet hall, commencing
Among other good things there will
For th heNt work or. shirt was.
be a strictly New England dish that
patronise Iluhha Laundry Ca.
everyone likes.

SB

Cx1

ECONOMY

IN

It makes no difference to

LUMBER

0

wliether our bill of Material be for a chicken coop or the larg sr. building in
the country, we are prepared to furnish the same at
lowest prices. Our 'um'er is well seasored, which
makes it worth 15 per cent more to the building than
the lumber you have been buy'ng. Try us.
FIRST STREET,

Toledo,

MILL

AND

South of Viaduct.

COMPANY

ALBUOUE QUE, N. M.

F. H. Strong
Funeral

Director

and

Roswell, N. M. and return
Aug. 27 to 31, limited
to Sept. 6th. Christian Church
Convention.

To figure on that bill ot lumber.
Our lumber comes from our owa
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Merino.
A large stock
of dry sprues
dimension on hand Why not buy
the but when it is Jusi
cneapT
It will pay you to look Into this.

Ft. Worth. Tex. and return
$36.30. Aug. 29 to 30, final limit Sept. 27.

T. E. PURDY, Agent

i

RIO

Jmerian

Genuine

Block
$6.50 per Ton
Handscreened Cerrilios Lump
$6.50 per ton
Quallty'and Quantity Cu a rant 00

Phone

WOOD
rELEPHONK

W. H. HAHN & CO.

DENTISTS

1

(MEREST

ALLOWED

V

t0

:i

'!.

'

;

i

''

'

V

CHAMPION

:

GROCERY

VINCENT

ST.

BOARDING

i
t

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

Fust National

CO.

Bank

AND

UAY SCHOOL

j

OF

X

SlSTKK

Ave

1

BUILDERS'

Addres
Sl

J.

l

C.

BALDRIDCE

423 South First
Our Prices All Bargains
Team Harness, all leather. ., .fll.lt
Team Harness,

.....

Carpenter

and Builder

imi'kiuali lAtrximv.

MOCKING UIUD WHISTLE
AWAY TO HVC1I flIHJ
SCJIOOl,
TIIKIH
BUYS
WHO
A

to

Jobbing

Promptly

Attended

Phones:

Shop

Residence 652

1005;

Shop Corner Fourth St. and Copper Ave.

.IVi:.

OX

OaKmjKaKjaKmOOaKmjaMjaaaMj

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

AND

ED. FOURNELLE

The reason we do so much ROUGH
DHY work Is becauss we do It right
and at the price you cannot afford to
have it done at home.

at ii.wu;ys
IOUNKR.

r

NntUe and Chicago Lumber. Sherwin-William- s
Paint Noae Better. ItuUilliMt
mier. l'UtT. Lime. Cement, Glass, Kali, Doors, Bio
Etc.. Etc.

I'KKIOK.

Untrai.ee examinations for the pubof Albuquerque will be held
ut the Flrtt. Second. Third and Fourth
wuVd schools and also at the Central
school on Monday. August SI, beginning at 9 a. m. All grades below the
eighth go to the ward schools. All
grades above the Seventh grade go to
the Central school. All pupils who are
uncertain about classification should
attend In order to be classified. Tuesday, September 1, school opens.

hooks

$250,000

0KJXOX0X)XO0OfW0

CHARITY

Corner 6th St. and New Yoik

Capital ana
Surplus

United States
Depository

i

For Young Ladies and Misses.
In Charge of the
SISTERS

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

fhcn

ACADEMY

For Particulars,

rT f

ON

,

THE

lic

$

MEXICO

:

T. Armijo Bldo

.

SO ORDER QUICK .
AD WILL NOT APFEAR AGAIN

rW

!

N

Just Right For the Desk or Counter.

THERE IS A LIMITED NUMBER

Cor. 3rd and Marqnerti

Room 12

rjtra:

e

CO.

capital and surplus, $100,000

"FOR CASH ONLY"

D

8.

ALBUQUKRQUK

SI

N

GRANDE LUMBER

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Saturday tpaelal aprlng Chlckan

Per Pack

Office Stroni Block 2nd sad
Copper Avenue. TelephoBesi
Office 7$, Residence 104.

GIYE US A CHANCE

$18.85,

Groceries

10c

Embalmer

Limit may be extended.

ment.

Matfucel Bros,, Proprietor

Big Package Assorted Sizes

Supt. Falrvlew and
Santa Barbara
Cemeteries

Attendant

Grocery and Meat Market, Stanleand Fancy

SCRATCH TABLETS

Private Ambulance

Lady

return

and

Ohio

B

$60.95. Aug. 27 to 30, final limit Sept 17. G. A. R. encamp-

u

SUPERIOR LUMBER

AND GET OUR PRICES

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

9.4214.

al

Girls' Wash Dresses at a big saving.
We also have a big line of pencils,
pens, penholders, pen and Ink tablets,
l lie people.
fencll boxes, school bags, etc.
" 'It is not a gift from the public
Tin cups. 2 for 5c.
treasury that the west Is seeking, but
Don't forge our Grocery departa reclamation of arid places
ment. Fresh goods reasonable.
of the
Mail orders solicited.
turth for the uses of agriculture. That
the desert insy be reclaimed by irriCASH BUYERS' UNlOh gation will be proved to the satisfaction of visitors at the exposition, in
122 Nnh iaceod
these exhibits, visitors w.ll see thoroughbred horses, cattle, hogs, sheep.
VtM. POLDE, Proc

HUNTERS!

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

T1IK

It is not what you pay for advertl
Ing,
PAT
but what advertising
Ou
YOU. that makes It valuable.
rates are lowest for equal service.

stage:
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jkmkz leaves

west gold every morning al
B

O'CLOCK.
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. 14 t
Concord.
Team Harness, Concord heavy. It t
Team Harness, double buggy,
(10.00 to ISM
Single Surrey Harness 17.00 to tl.tt
Single Buggy Harness S.tO to I0.lt
Single Eipress Harness.
11.00 to tl.10
Celebrated Askew Sad4 o to
dles.
40 40
Ft'st gTade of leather In all harness
and saddles.
Parts of harness kept la stock.
Unless you trade with us we both
lose money.

TH0S. F. KELEHER
408 West Railroad Avenue

,
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and Resorts

Will

Ft Information concerning any of th place adverted In thU column and for decriptlv literature.
Oil at Th
Citizen office or writ to the Advertising
CHIsen. Albuquerque. N. M.
imager, Alb'"iuerqu

sJ

liOXO KACII 8.VN rTAIUCM, Long Reach, Cat A medical and aura-lesanltaium conducted on the great BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM
plan. Ovepoks the ocean. QUIET. REFINED and MODERN. Spacious
roof garde and sun parlor. Tennla and other outdoor amusement. Ideal place toro for rejrt, recreation or recuperation. Visitor welcome. Get
off car atTenth street. Special lummer rate. Booklet free. W. RAT
SIMPSON Manager.

STONE HOTEL
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS

ORIGINAL
Stupe line from Bernalillo
to Jeinez Hot. (Springs in
one day. Stage leaves Bernalillo Tuesday A Saturday

X! .wJ

TICKETS SOLD AT
JL

J. OTERO, Proik

TRIMBLE'S

L.

W.

AN IDEAL SCMMEH AND HEALTH RESORT.

Cliff

dene-on-the-Pec-

os

mile from Row
d
hilla on the Peco rlrer, 1
Located among
nation on the main line of the A. T. A & F. Oood hunting and fishing
makes thl the moat delightful resort In New Mexico. We meet train Wed
nesday and Baturdaya. Parties coming on days not stated kindly write me.
Ratea $1.10 per day. f 8.00 per week. Meals 10 c. Transportation from station
; 11.00.
Mr. H. E. Bergmann. Row. N. M.
pine-cla-

I

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
A. C.

LOS ANGELES

Bilicke

John

S. Mitchell

FIRE-PROOFIN- G

Electric (ars to and from Railway Depots, also Beach and Mountain Resorts, stop at our door Th Hclltakck Hotel . ale is rv"ore r cpulir 1 han Ever
CALIF.
SAN DIEGO SEMINARY
select School for Girls and Toung Women, Prepare for high grade
Colleges and Universities. Superior advantages in Voice. Music, Art, Elocu
tlon, Languages, Athletics Swimming Gymnastics eto. A most auperb horn
wltn attractive grounds. School opens Sept. ltth. Writ for eatalogu. Mrs.
r. A. Wood In Bus. Mgr.
&AN DLfcXJO,
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Plumber
-

-

-f-

PLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND STEAM FITTING
Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
Latest things in Enamel Bathroom Fixtures. . . .

401 West Central Ave.

Phone 1020

it

1

Albuquerque Lumber Co
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting
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of which he has charge, and which
Previous years Mr. Shoemaker conLeybSCh
will give concerts here during con- his garden making to a small
fined
D.
McDonald.
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of
cress week this fall, will be one
few feet square in the extreme
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a
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best songsters from Las
was dug up and the ashes mixed
pile
be
T. V. Maynard.
charge of G. II. Kinkel will also
with good clean manure. Every vasolo,
"The Toreador's
here to Join the local aggregation Baritone
foot of ground In the whole yard
Bliet cant working
Song'' (Carmen)
Increasing the number to over one
was spaded up.
not
Mr. II. G. Bullard.
hundred members. Olker's orchestra
A few sralns of field com " were
Selected planted along the high board fence ln
of twenty pieces will be here from Heading
tne
Mr. P. McCallum.
Emuoria, Kan., to accompany
the rear and a few grains of sweet
singers and together with the chorus lias solo, "Friar of Orders Gray"
corn were planted along the east
Shield fence for twenty-fiv- e
promise to furnish some of the best
feet. Forty toMr. T. Y. Maynard.
music ever heard here, Miss taro
hill
two
cucumber
mato
and
Diants
line Strong, leader of the chorus, will Duet, tenor and baritone, "I reeca- ground
up
of
was
left
the
what
took
.
CabussI In the rear of the house-- At the east
be In Las Vegas Friday evening In
torl"
Messrs. D. D. McDonald and
order that the singers of that place
of the house Mr. Shoemaker put two
conmay be properly drilled in the
II. G. Bullard.
barrels in the ground and filling
gress music and upon her return here "My Old Kentucky Home". .Shattuck half with rich
earth, planted cu
each
Temple Male Quartet.
rehearsals will again be resumed with
cumber seeds ln them.
the local members,
The personnel of the Temple quar
The large specie of sunflower were
Possibly one of the foremost sing tet is: D. D. McDonald, first tenor; clan
ted along the east fence, and
ers who will honor Albuquerque with P. McCallum, second tenor; II. O. wild cucumber vines secured from
his singing is Mr. Jepson. first tenor Bullard, first bass; T. T. Maynard, R. W. D. Bryan, who lives on West
of the Los Angeles Glee club, who second bass; Mrs. D. D. McDonald, Central avenue, were set along the
two accompanist.
will also be accompanied by
fence by the sunflowers and along the
more tenor and two basses, members
house. Strings were run perpendlcu
ot th UtoDian Quartet of Los An
lar over the side of the house. Two
geles.
LARGE ATTENDANCE
upright arms set out from the lde of
In regard to the prices which will
by wires
th house and supported
be charged lor these concerts, Mr
two hanging flower pot In
AT CLUB DANCE suDDort were
Washburn had the following to say
planted wild cucumoer
which
"We are going to give the music
vine.
lovers of this city a trial. There has
Today Mr. and Mrs. Shoemaker
never been a similar song test in this Commercial Club Entertain
Willi have the prettiest garden on Silver
city because to bring one hundred
Hop, the Lnt of
avenue and are eating green corn
alngers to this city would be too ex
a Scries.
from their cornfield, tomatoe from
pensive a luxury. A similar chorus
their tomato vines and there are t
was recently given In El Paso, Texas
The prettiest little social affair ot least two bushels of cucumbers from
and three dollars per seat was charge
hop the four vines and there are lots of
fcd and even then money was lost on the week was the
to
the Albuquerque Commercial club little ones on the vines yet. The
the deal. In our festival this fall w of
last evening in the club building. A mato vines are covered with toma
will have 100 singers, including som
number of guests from, out of town toes. The field corn ha stuck It Us.
of the best In the west, which we are were
present, and the evening was sels above the fourteen foot fence In
bringing here with much difficulty
pleasantly
informal. Muslo was fur the rear and Is carrying such large
to
expense.
our
is
intention
It
and
well developed ears that Mr.
cut the prices of admission ao tha nished by Mrs. Cavanaugh, pianist and
to
Krnest Fuhrmyer, violinist. ThU Shoemaker had to tie the stalks
just enough be cleared to pay the ex and
keep them from falling
penses and if this musical fest is not is the last of the aeries of parties to the fenceHeto will
exhibit the corn a
taken advantage of at the prices of be given before the Irrigation con down.
the International Industrial Exposl
admission decided upon it will prove grea.
Among the guests were: Miss Lisa tlon to show what forced cultivation
to us that the citizens ar not very
Dieckmann, Miss Viola Bluoher, Miss will do in New Mexico.
musically Inclined."
The Olker'a orchestra, which will Kuth Gobs, Miss Adele 'Goas, Miss
FOR PURE ICE CREAM.
Miss Catherine
Congress Grace Borradalle,
accompany, the Irrigation
LornOM'8 JEIUSET
chorus during its concerts In th Mile of Wichita, Kan., Miss Irwin
FAHM
congress ot St. Louis, Miss Mayme Reed, Miss
armory building during
Jennllee Hedrlck. Miss Gladys M
week. Is a well organized body
thorough musicians and their play Laugh In, Miss Josephine Campfleld,
mxr
Ing will add materially to the singing Miss Jean Hubbs, Miss Margaret Kel
of the chorus as they are well train eher, Mis Harriet Kunz. Miss EUeen
SPECIAL BARGAINS
McMillen, Mis Ren Grunsfeld, Miss
ed in accompanying choruses,
Dolores Huning, Mrs.' M. Sadler, Mr,
and Mr. J. A. Hubba, and Messrs. A.
Faber, Tom Danahy, Krnest Landolfl,
MASS MEETING TONIGHT
Sam Plckard, W. C. Irwin, John Bor
radaile, T. K. Hodson, A. C. Parsons,
WILL BE WELL ATTENDE
Harry Hoffman,
N. O. McCrodun,
Captain J. B. Webster of Roswell,
Charles Kunz, Hugh Bryan, Lawrence
Highlanders Are Iletuly to Secede and Ilfeld, J. B. Newell, Sidney Barth, E.
350 Select and Stylish
W. Roberta, Will White. Jullu Staab.
Want a Cliance to Tell Uio
Suits, assorted sizes, at
Howard Clark, Roy Stamm and I.
Council So,
Bloom.
be down town
Mr. Washburn
a visit to the
panied by his

two-stor-

semi-month-

the;
COMMERCE
N-L-

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

,

CAPITAL. S150.000
orriccRS anodirector

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W S. STRICKLER, Vice President and Cashiei
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
J. C. Ualdridge,
William Mcintosh,
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwell,

Montezuma Grocery

&

Liquor Co.

COPPER and THIRD

and Domestic

Imported

and

Groceries

Liquors

Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
Glass Or Gallon, Beer ky the Bottle or Case, Family
Trade Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed
Call, Phone or Send for Solicitor.

Phone 1029
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P. II UJi, proprietor.
Pulleys, Grade Eats. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front tor
Buildings.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings.
Repair of Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry east side of railroad track.
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SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

ALBERT FABER

g West

I

Central

MONEY

Cheerfully
REFUNDED

No Runaways With

STUDE BAKER
High Grade

HARNESS

U

The Best Harness Made

V

i

FOR MEN

HARDWARE

AND

SUPPLIES

RANCH

AND BOYS

Alboqoerqoe, New Mexico

L13DQUKRQUE.

from $5.50 up to $17.50

ly

'

$11.95

i

The movement started among the
Monday
people of the Highlands
night to protest against the action of
the city council In Ignoring the Highlands in the matter of street Improve,
ment has steadily grown and ha asThe
sumed formidable proportions.
meeting called to be held tonight on
the third floor of the Library building
will be largely attended. The room '
u spacious one and there is no doubt
but that !t will b6 crowded. Property
owner of the Third ward have added
iheir cry of protest and a few taxpayers living in the Fourth ward but
owning property in the Highlands
have encouraged the Highlanders by
saying that the movement was a step
The council
in the right direction.
has very unjustly spent all the people's money in street improvement. In
the Fourth ward.
The meeting tonight will also dis
cus city park. A prominent prop
erty owner ot the Highlands eaid this
morning thut he could not see why
the park board should spend all its
money on Robinson park. There is
a park on the Highlands that has not
been given live cents worth of attention In years.
"We are half secessionists any
way." said this Irate Highlander.
"an.l we would Just as soon secede as
not."

with ample means and unsurpassed facilities
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NEW FURNITURE1,
TWO NEW ELEVATORS
NEW PLUMBING
NEW
Improvements
of
made this season for
Worth
Fifty Thousand Dollars
JUcnvecter ce, Ccrx.fort and Safety,

I. H. COX, fThe
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BATH HOUSES
--

If You 'Need an Extra Bed

FINE GARDEN

Take Place Tomorrow Wext Kllvrr Avotiuo Family Get Good
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Money Invested,
WIU lie Given.
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NEWSBOYS

WIN
BASEBALL GAMES

Two game of baseball between the
Citizen Juniors, a team composed of
Citizen paper carriers, and the
"Chicken House Military Academy"
took place yesterday afternoon on the
vacant lot at the corner of Central
and First streets, and, a usual, the
Citizen players were victorious In both
games. The score of the first lasm
was something like 18, to 9, being similar to a great degree to that played
between the professional team of The
Citizen force and the Journal professionals. The second game was also
won by the gallant Citizen boys, and
many phenomenal plays were recorded to their credit.
The "Chlckon
House Military Academy" played
much on the order of the Journal
professionals ln their game with the
Citizen's senior team, in w hich the
, Journals were
so badly defeated by
the score of 18 to 8. The Military
Academy was composed of many old- er players, but in jpite of their num- bers and strength it was impossible
COUPLES' NIGHT
to beat the Citizen players. It
understood that the "Chicken Sol- diers" have challenged the Journal
Delightful SiH'lliI jsewdon at the Seniors to a game, to be played ln
one of the player's back yard, but so
Kink Tonight.
far the latter have not been heard
from.
As usual the rink wa well filled
The victorious Citizen Newsboys'
last night, to witness that master- team Is composed ot the following
films, "All jllaba" players:
piece of hand-tinteCass, Wernlke, Burtman,
and others less celebrated but ve-- y Carson, Crawford, McDavid, Chavef,
good, and to hear the songs, IllusMcCaffrey and Wernlke. It
un- trated in perfect harmony with the derstood that some of the managers
singing.
for the eastern league team are try- Since the opening of the rink lng to kidnap some ot the players,
Thursday nlgbt has been designated but the boys promise to stick.
as "Couples night," dainty programs
are furnished by the management,
kttr sum Kvrc.
to
X giving each skater an opportunity
"I
found Bucklen'a A role
arrange a skate with their friends Salva have
to be the proper thing to dm
and their friends friend; this ar- for sore feet, a well a for baailna
rangement will be carried out to- turns, sores, cuts and all manner of
night
abrasions," write Mr. W. dton of
There will be a complete change of Kant Poland, Main. It Is tha proper
2 pictures and illustrated song tonight. thing too for piles. Try Itl doid unAs the hall is so delightfully cool and der guarantee at ail dealers
4 well ventilated, it would be hard to
find a more pleasant place, to tpend
Place an ad. In Tlie Citizen and
1 an evening.
wateli It work for yon.
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inclusive Stock of Staple Orcerie la
the Southwest.
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REMOVED
REMOVED
DE WITT T. COURTNEY,
CLAIRVOYANT AND TRANCE

MEDIUM

Ha moved hi offices and will from now on e hi friend aa4
client at No. Itl Copper av. Mr. Courtney well known power m4
no advertisement, a hi wonderful gift hare been proven to tk
PEOPLE OF THE KNOWN WORLD. He give advice upon all
of Life, Love, Law, Marriage, Mining, Real Estate and. In fMt.
all matter pertaining to th Issue of Lit.
Tel. 1011.
HI W. Copper Ave.
Hours
to II) I to 7 p. a.

C. & A.

J-f- alra

BAKING

POWDER
S'rictly

cmomcMCmomcmomotKmomomom

DR. CHAS. A. FRANK
Physician

' Guaranteed

and Surgeon

ROOMS 4 AND 5 HARNETT TJLDO.

You can get it at the

Hours
C.
j

&

A,

COFFEE CO.

9 to II A. M.

2 to 5 P. M.

7 to 8 P. M,

rrat iN&Tn 1U79.
CLtfnUfNt
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To get our Baking Powder(
thoroughly introduced, wei
are giving with each pound
can, a handson e premium.'

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone make
duties lighter, the cares
and the worries fewer.

C. & A.
I07S 2rd st.

Coffee Co.
Phone

76T

YOU NEED

7 HE

A

S3

FREIGHT WAGONS

RAILROAD AVRNUK.

J

2

,

Carries th

f WWW

COMPANY

1171.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
A

Window Dltplty

GOODS

ESTABLISHED

L. B. PUTNEY

X

Golden Rule
DRY

REU1BU.'

: THE

a Suit, comprising the
best Suits in our store,
worth from $15.00 to
$25.00 a Suit.

The Citizen Junior Tmuu Clean Up
for "Chicken Soldiers" Wid
Clwllenge journals.

"OLD

the

leas

The
telephone
your health, prolongs year hre
and protect your lease.

TELBP HONE IN TOCR HOMB

COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

1

Tllt llsDW,

PAGE SIX.

POWERS BIDDING GERMANS

Let us present a few facts on the subject
of advertising for your consideration

Next to having goods of merit. to sell is the importance of letting the
public know that you have them. Here is where careful thought should
enter into the proposition. Much money is wasted by the thoughtless
choice of advertising mediums. In every city is the clever solicitor for
programs, calendars, handbills, and all sorts of schemes in which your ad
may look pretty, but where it is not read, and consequently b :ngs no
returns. When you buy newspaper space you are sure that your advertise
,ment will go into the homes of the subscribers and will be read by them
and, if you have what they want, they will come to your store and buy
The same good judgment should govern in your choice of newspapers.
We maintain that the evening paper is the better medium, because it goes
to the home at a time wherTthe entirefamily has time to read it and plan
a shopping trip for next day

Several Nations are Extremely Fifty Per Cent are Dependent
on Foreign Trade and When
This Slumped They Felt It

t
Speculation .8
at fever heat over the ultimate fate
c the three great Braallian battle-hip- s
nearlng completion In England.
raulo, building at the shipSao
The
yard of Vlekera Sons & Maxim, will
be ready for commission In March,
and the Kio Janeiro and the Minis
.ra. will be launched not long
ricr. Why Brazil should want such
Ixmi.'a, the largest and most powerful
I'KhUng ships in the world, has been
a mystery for a long time, and Is
rTy moment becoming a matter for
grave international discussion.
of thu United States,
Germany, Japan, Great Britain and
Raanra. are all anxiously watching the
itrend of events In London,
ilt was recently officially admitted
On "behalf of the British government
Uvut the ships "will never be permitted to leave England." This means
ithnX, at the loot moment, England
Will step In and buy these great war
.ships herself, and thus restore her
"aval equilibrium which U considered
,vrn today in jeopardy .through too
itmval activity of the kaiser. Whether
UCnglanU will oe permitted to do this,
remains to be seen. England, as the
chancellor of the exchequer has admitted. U not In the best of positions
Hmuiclally. Though a scheme for old
$32,000,000
.age pensions costing
comes into effect next January, Lloyd
George, the chancellor, has stated
he is
.that he does not know wheregovern-aeto find the money. If the
is at a loss for $35,000,000 for
mo popular a measure as old age pensions, it is difficult to see where an
additional $30,000,000 for new battle- hips is to come from. One thing U
quite certain: Three great fighting
leviathans are In 'the open market, to
be knocked down to the highest bid
der, and the circumstances of their
building is so peculiar that there
no telling. Just at present, who will
twin the financial battle that Is bound
i to be waged around them.
Of course, among Brazilian repre
sentatives in England, the word Is
-- sjtrictly
"mum."
The "'writer in'
. quired recently at the offices of the
i Brazilian consulate and was informed
. ttutt, so far as he knew, Brazil was
keeping the battleships for herself.
.There is, of course, one very good
Treason why - Brazil should not own
tonnage
Wta of 'the enormous ships
will
H.SOO tons 'Which these
jKuaess. There are only two harbors
.la Brazil which could accommodate
, such big ships. These ports are Kio
. Janeiro and Bah la.
In the latter
; there Is only one anchorage
for a
ship, this place being a
. H,000-ao- n
,. particular portion of the harbor Just
opposite the city proper. Certainly
..no such ships could maneuver In
rftahla harbor. Then, again, Brazil
has no dry dock to accommodate any
such ships: They would be exposed
most of the time on a dangerous lee
bore, with no possibility of repair
In case of accident.
The three new Brazilian warships
will surpass anything at present in the
British navy. While the famous
Dreatl naught is only 17,900 tons, the
Ulna--s Geraes one of the Brazilians
Is tnore than 19,500, ranking with
the British St. Vincent. All of the
new war chips will develop a speed
knots, and each will
of twenty-on- e
carry a tremendously strong armament. Each vessel will have twelve
12 inch guns of the latest British
London,

Aug.

27.
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SMALL

MINSTREL SHOW

JIT CRYSTAL 10NI6HI

Berlin, Aug. 27. If misery really
loves company, America and Ameri
cans may cheer up, for there are oth
ers. So Identical are German and
this
American economic conditions
summer that one might safely take
the tidings of distress in the United
States, which are published o glee
fully In the European press, and In
sert Germany for America and Germans for Americans in every paragraph without resorting to any substantial alterations In causes or ef
fects.
The Fatherland Is thoroughly and
desperately "hard up." The kaiser
feels the pinch so acutely that he is
looking for a "raise" In his allowance
The
from $3,500,000 to $5,000,000.
imperial government, thanks to extravagant military and naval habits,
finds It necessary to levy fresh taxes
to the extent of $125,000,000 or go
borrowing again. The great Krupp
works at Essen, which employs sixty
thousand men and represents invested
capital of over $100,000,000, Is short
0
oi ready cash to the extent ol
and has Just floated a public
loan at 4 per cent to tide Itself over
the difficulty. Even the Fatherland's
two great shipping lines, the Ham
German
and North
Lloyd, are out of funds, and are talk
re
ing, according to
port, of appealing to the government
for a temporary loan at low Interest
for the purpose of building a fleet of
German Mauretanlas and Lusltanias.
If you ask a German banker or
captain of Industry what Is to blame
for this abnormal condition In ap
parently prosperous Germany, he will
answer as quick as a flash, "America."
And If you press for an elucidation of
this charge, he will say or snarl
"Roosevelt." Rightly or wrongly, the
Sage of Oyster Bay Is blamed here for
the financial and Industrial upheaval
in the United States and the reflex action of that crisis upon Europe in
general and Germany In particular.
Germany has been hit In two dif
ferent ways by the business slump
across the water. First, her stock
exchanges and money markets have
been cyclonically unsettled and sec
ondly, the rich export trade to Amer
ica has been severely checked, and In
some lines utterly annihilated. Count
less failures have resulted from this
double cause. On the one hand merchants and manufacturers, accustomat
ed to regular "lines of credit"
their banks, have found this source
of supply suddenly and arbitrarily cut
oh.. On the other hand, factories and
foundries, wholesalers and Jobbers,
who are mainly dependent on their
American trade, have been overwhelmed not with generous orders, as
ir. the past, but with peremptory cancellations of orders and complete cessation of fresh business.
It has been stated by German econ.
omlsts that over 50 per cent of Germany's population is directly dependent on foreign trade. That is why the
kaiser rattles his saber and brandishes the mailed fist whenever foreign
powers threaten to gobble up Morocco, Persia or the other few remaining
"open markets" of the world. Export
business Is, in other words, vitally
necessary to the welfare of Germany's
Industrial element. It Is a
question. Thus, with America
the Fatherland's second best CUS- -I
tomer canceling orders Instead of
piling In with fresh ones, Germany Is
iiz,-500,00-

burg-Americ-
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tion. And hard times have been the
inevitable result.
The only semblance of a silver lin
ing to the cloud of national Industrial
depression Is that it has blighted the
country during the harvest season, for
the tens of thousands of workless
workless artisans and factory hands
men, women and children thrown
out of employment In the manufacturing towns have temporarily emigrated into the rural districts and
f"unrt fairly remunerative
work as
farm hands.

The Albuquerque Citizen
Do you recognize them? Of course
all the women readers will!
They are the "Three Graces." Miss
Annette, Miss Mlnlonette and Miss
Antoinette, out for a stroll in their

Ideas.

The long, shapeless coat of luster
less silk with heavy braiding and aim
pie sleeve Is especially one of the best

models offered.
The other two figures show the
Besides being full of graces, each charming lines of the modernized di
gown represents the season's newest rectolre gown.

few suits.

Funds to increase this campaigning force will be nought from every
man, woman and child in the coun
try who cares for the birds or has
a dollar at stake In the agricultural
and commercial interests, which they
alone can guard from destruction.
While only about 1,000 members to
day help th National Association of
Audubon Societies to maintain scores
of reservations, an army of wardens,
a small fleet of patrol boats and a
tttaff of educational workers, it Is
believed that when the present emer
gency Is brought home to the nation
many thousands will enlist in the
movement.
Audobon Societies Will Untie
The prediction of Henry W. Hen-shaexpert,
a government
that
In the Interests of Feathered "were the birds exterminated it is al
most certain that not only would sue
Citizens
cessful agriculture become Impossible,
but the destruction of the greater
part of vegetation would follow,'
New York, Aug. 27. While the to be the keynote. The established
campaign for the presidency
is fact that destructive Insect life Is
spreading over the country, another alarmingly on the Increase end the
national campaign for the rights 5f birds, 1U natural check, steadily are
the feathered population of the con becoming exterminated, will be set
tinent is to be pressed with redou- forth before every farmer, orchard
oled force from, this city. Acting for 1st, railroad and business man. Med
the Inland birds, whose further ex- - leal authorities will be cited and the
tinctlon must lay barren all the land, profession aroused to the possibilities
ana tor tne water rowi, wnose ueatn of plague in the decline of the water
will bring on national pestilence, the fowl, nature's scavengers.
National Association of Audubon So- "We Intend to place before all the
clotles has mapped out every section people the greatest
issue
of the United States and organized confronting the nation at this time."
a force of speakers to bring home said William Dutcher, president of
meir issues to an tne people, rnougn . the Rational Association of Audubon
the political battle will end next No-- I Societies, at Its headquarters, 141
vember, this campaign for the birds Broadway, today. "We are squarely
will be ceaselessly carried to every faced by an Impending national
citizen, until eventually the lamlty, and yet the government only
federal and state governments shall appropriates some $62,000 a year to
establish bureaus that adequately investigate and educate on this para- meei me national neeu tor economic j mount- economic problem.'
oira preservation.
Seven ornithologists have been
NOTICE.
to cover as many divisions of
The firm of Chauvln St Noneman,
the whole country and establish local painters and decorators, at 114 South
headquarters in this unique campaign Third street, has dissolved partnerfor the national, feathered life. At a ship. All bills against
the firm
cost of $10,000 a year these trained should be presented promptly
for setworkers will be kept on tour till tlement. Mr. Chauvln has bought the
every community in the land has had Interest of Mr. Noneman and will
the opportunity to hear the story of continue the business at the same adthe dying birds and the ons to 'lives dress, guaranteeing satisfaction to all
and crops whtoh their decrease old and new customers.
threatens.
CHAUVIN A NONEMAN.

W

Goes into the home in the evening and is read there where the whole family has a chance to see it. A morning paper is often carried to the office
by the man of the house, who does not have time to read the ads, but only
skims over the news headings.
We have a large number of letters giving the opinions of big advertisers who use evening papers almost exclusively. We will publish these
letters from day to day. Their views are valuable.

CAMPAIGN

i

ROTHSCHILD A CO.
Chicago,
"It Is my opinion that the evening
papers are more thoroughly read in
the home and this Is the aim of the
advertiser."
FRED A. SLATER.

TO PROTECT

JOS. HOME CO.
PllUibnrg.
"In case of special sales to male
them effective, the news must be published In large space the afternoon
before."
GEORGE HAMMOND,
Adv. Mgr.

Adv. Mgr.

THE BAILEY CO.'

SIMPSON-CRAWFOR-

Cleveland.
"Evening by all means. Eighty
per cent of department store customers are women. They read the evening papers."
J. S. M'CARRENS, Adv. Mgr.

w,

CO.

D

New York City.
"We consider the evening paper the
best medium for department store
advertising."
A. B. PECK.
Adv. Mgr.

THE BENNETT

"THE FAIR"

"The evening paper la best! Sure!"
WM. KLUNE. JR., Adv. Mgr.

Cincinnati.
"Best results from evening papers.
The only time I use a morning paper
Is Sunday, for Monday's buslneo. Balance of the week the evening papers
do the work to my entire sat facW. H. 8CHRADER,
tion."

OALXJENDEIt,

1

Adv. Mgr.

ft TROUP

M'AUSLAX
CO.

Providence.
"We consider the evening paper
better as a general thing, for It
usually the home paper."
WM. C. ELLIOT, Adv. Mgr.
1

'

LEASCRE BROS.

CO.

Omaha.

Erie.

"We consider the evening papers
best by all means, finding by Inquiry
that the people do not have time or
take time in the morning to look a
paper through."
H. T. LEASURB

WM. IIENGEKER

CO.

Buffalo.
"We do most of our advertising In
the evening papers."
DB F. PORTER, Adv. Mgr.

non-partis-

i

ed

Why James Lee dot Well.
Everybody In Zanesvllle, O., knows
Mrs. Mary Le of rural route S. She
writes: "My husband,
James Lea,
firmly believes he owes his life to the
use of Dr. King's New Discovery. Hla
lung were so severely affected that
consumption seemed Inevitable, when
a friend recommended New Discovery. We tried U. and Its use has restored him to perfect health." Dr.
King's New Discovery Is the king of
throat and lung remedies. For coughs
and colds It has no equal. The first
dose gives relief. Try It! Sold under
guarantee at all dealers. EOc and $1.00
Trial bottle free.

WHERE SPEED MANIACS WILL REVEL

The "Merrymakers," a bunch of
formtT minstrel men, and all genuine southern darkies, singers, dancers
uid comedians, will hold forth at the
Orystal tonight, In a minstrel' first
part. Excellent quartet singing will
Our shirt and collar work Is perbe the main feature of this performOur "DOMESTIC UNI SI I
ance. New moving pictures and an fect. proper
thing. We 'ead others
Illustrated song will be other Im- the
portant items in the Thursday change follow.
IMTERIAL LACXDRY CO.
which always takes place at this
house.
"

I(M.

Mr. B usiness M an

TIMES

Anxious to Buy Vessels
Being Built by Brazil.

27.

GOWNS OF THE "THREE GRACES"

ARE

FOR GIANT

SHIPS

AfCiKT

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Qloml, Vice President.

Chas. HallBt, Becretcry
O. Baenechl, Treasure:.

Consolidated Liquor Company
M

aeoeeaora te
ELI VI ft KAKIN, and BACIIECHI Jt GIOM
B IN
HOLKBALtC DOTAL

11. w

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

la toek to oat fit ttt
kpmoatvmrytblog
fostldloa$ bar ootnploto

Have bu n appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. a.
sohlits. Win. lietnp and SU Louis A. B. O. Breweries: Tellesnone,
tiiwn River. W. H. Mo Brayer's CVriar Brook, Louis Hunter, T. J
Monarch, and otlier brands of whlHsUes too numerous to meiitiotv
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article s received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States, call aad Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prlee
List. Issued to dealers only

1

rOIVIL SEKVICK EXAMINATION.
The civil service department has
announced the following examinations
to take place in this city:
Metallurgical chemist, salary $1,200
per annum, September 23.
Scientific assistant in dairy chemistry, salary ranging from $310 to
$1,200 per annum, September II and
IT.
Map colortst (female), forest service, salary $600 per annum, Septem-

ber 1.

Irrigation engineer, department of
agriculture, salary $1,600 to $2,000

p--

r

annum, September

23

and 24.

Clironln IMarrtkocs Carexl.
"My father has for years been
troubled with chronic diarrhoea, and
' trlei
every means possible to effect a
cure, without avail," writes John H.
w
Zlrkle of Phlllppl. W. Va, "He
Chamberlain's Colio Cholera and Diar
rhoea Remedy advertised In the Phll- Jppl Republican and decided to try It.
the result Is one bottle cured him
- and he has not suffered with the dt- ease for eighteen months. Before
taking this remedy he was a constant
sufferer. He is now sound and well,
i and although sixty years old, can do
as much work as a young man." Sold
by U druggists.

LIGHTNING

The

General Demand

of

the

the Woild has
always been (or a simple, pleasant and
efficient liquid laxative remedy of known
vali'c; a laxative whicii physician could
sanction for family u- - Leouune iu component parti are known to them to be
wholesome and truly
in effect,
acceptable to the tystem and gentle, yet
prompt, in action.
In supplying that d.'mand with ita excellent combination of Syrup of 1'ig and
cif Senna, the California l ig Syrup
Co. proceeds along ethical lines and relic
on the merits of the laxative for its remark-

1

of

HAY

PRESSES

tiLi
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THE VANDERBILT CUP RAC E COURSES OF 1891.
New York, Aug. 17. Over a course being constructed according to the and has bridges over all railroad
as crooked and full of turna as a Ideas of W. K. Vanderbilt. Jr. The crossings.
It Is the only perfectly
the resnake's path In the dust, svorea of grand stand is near one of the fa- safe part of the course, andtwistlngs
U
of
miles
Long
mous
summer
mainder
the
of
resort
Island
It
chugging motor cars will speed, Ocand so close to the Meadow Brook will make every chauffeur keep hla
tober !4, in the great Vanderbilt cup Hunt club that club members can eyes open.
race.
Arrangements have been made to
sit In the club house and see the race.
able tiuccesg.
With the Improvements made this have a railroad company run the
The course is much less dangerous
sleeping cars of the millionaire conThat U one of many reasons
hy than it was at the time of the last year it Is said that the courso is probany
ably
speedier
testants up behind the grand stand
and
better
than
Syrup of Fig and lilixir of Senna is given race, in lSi). but it still has the faother In the v. or! J, and the expecta- so that they can roll right out of bed
the preference by the
mous f'atiron turn and three or tour tion of the promoters Is that the race into the parkway.
Precautions have been taken for the
To get it.--i
that will will surpass in display of speed and
elTecU always buy railroad grade crossings
A woven wire
make the port Just as exciting as daring the famous Grand Prix of safety of spectators.
the genuine - manufactured by the Calid
any
fence, so high that even a small boy
tnnniac could France.
fornia l'i Syrup Co., only, und fur bale deiire.
The cement parkway and a fine would find trouble In getting over,
Th course Is !S.4 miles In length grand stand are to be completed bewill run along both sides of the
by all I'diig dru;ists.
Trice fifty cent
a n J the start is about midway of a fore the elimination trials. This part
speedway which embraces the
oer bottle.
eement roadway 11 miles lot.g, now of the course Is banked at all curves finish of the course.

WE
WRITE

HAYE

FOR

THE

RIGHT

CATALOGUE

AND

DEAL

FOR

WHOLESALE

YOU

PRICE

bo-t.--

motor-maddfne-

11-m- lle

J. Korber

& Co.

214 North
Second Street

Citizen Want Ads for Results

THURSDAY, AUGUST 27.

ALBFQFETJQTTE

H0.

Some
Reasons

MAJOR LEAGUE

',

SCORES

43
48
49
60
56

67
64
64
63
63
63
44

Ml

Pet

The Cttfaen Is a
home paper. It la either
deUTerea ry carrier el
Urn linn ee la earrtod
home fry the business
whew his day's work
Ua
ta done aad ftt OTAY9
'h iculC- - A morning pa
per la anally carried
down tovra fry the head
of the family aad bar
rledly read.

.671
PERSONAL rilOPERTY LOANS
.566
.660
WANTED High class salesmen for
.486 WANTED A young man as clerk In
New Era Safety Accounting System
Spanish.
speak
.469
60
store,
must
general
ioton
for banks, merchants and profes.404
65
Washington
State references, experience and salopportunity. On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wonderful
sionals.
.833
74
ary wanted. Apply P. O. cars Cltl17
Tor
Plow & Motter Co., 2616 Wabash Wagons and other Chattels, also on
aen.
Ave., Chicago.
SALARIES AND WAREHOSB RE
Nutloual Lcnue.
7fNTED Salesmen for guaranteed CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
Won. Lost. Pet
Clubs
Loans are quickly mads and
used automobiles. All prices Cars $200.
.622
42
69
New York
One month
rebuilt and guaranteed llke new by strictly private.
.593 LADY SEWERS Make sanitary belts
67
46
Cnlcago
High commissions. to one year given.
manufacturers.
Goods remain in
46
.68
66
Pittsburg
furnished;
316
at home; materials
Great opportunity. Auto Clearing your possession. Our rates are reas
.640
60
69
Philadelphia .
per hundred. Particulars stamped
House, 240 Michigan Ave., Chicago. onable. Call and see us before bor.491
68
66
(51,
Dearborn
Dept
envelope.
Cincinnati
Representative. Ws want rowing.
WANTED
.430
65
49
Chicago.
Boston
Specialty Co.,
representative
a
to handle Ford au- . . THE HOCSHOULD IX)AN CO. . .
42
.875
70
3t. Louis
Albuquerque
tomobiles
in
and vi- Steamship tickets to and from all
71
.360
40
Brooklyn

I

......

FOR RENT

umaha

Western Lcnjruc.
Won. Lost
70

City
Lincoln
Denver
Pueblo
De Moines

49
62
68

69
65

Sioux

64

61
65
80

54
43

YiOSTEKDAY'S

Newly furn'.shed rooms,
suitable for traveling or office men.
No sick. 607 S. Second street.

Pet FOR RENT

.688
.670
.628
.512
.454
.350

GAMIIS.

FOR RENT Large, cool, furnished
rooms, 512 N. Second 8t
NT
FOR-RHRooms tor housekeeping. 624 West Central. Rent reasonable. Call at rear.

FOR SALE

The ClUsea ta not read
harried- -, frnt thoroughly, ao that aj advertise.,
meets receive their attar
of attentioa. It present
the store new a kittle

ahead, fifing the proa,
peetlve pnrchauer ttme to
para a shopping tour for
the next morning.

T

No games; rain.

typewriter

FOR SALE Underwood
National League.
336. Mlllett Studio.
R. H. E. FOR SALE One gentle pony and
At Chicago
6
6 0
Chicago
saddle, 1 Cypress Incubator and
2
4 11
Brooklyn
brooder. Arch T. Wilson, 401 S.
and
Overall, Brown
Batteries:
Edith.
Kllng; Pastorlus, RItter and Bergen.
FOR SALE! A fine Hardman piano,
A
good as new, beautiful tone.
R. H. E
At Pittsburg
chance to possess an instrument of
S
0
8
Pittsburg
unexcelled make at just half what
S
4 11
Sew York
it Is worth. On exhibit at Whit-eon- 's
Batteries: Young. Leever and Qlb-ioMusic Store. 124 South SecMcQinnlty, Mathewson, Taylor
Albuquerque.
street.
ond
tnd Bresnahan.
Boys'
Suits
worth $3.00, for $1.49.
Western League.
School Slioee, best and strongest
R. H. E.
At Denver
$1.40.
6 6 miule. Regular $2.85 Shoes, for
Denver
Norent and low expenses make It
Pueblo
...11 10 S possible
for us to sell at lower prices
Batteries: Corbett and McDonough,
than any other place In town. It
0eris and Smith.
will pay you to walk out to MS West
CentraL
R. H.
At Plnux City
3
8
E. MAILXRAM.
?ioux City
n;

...3

patron-Iz- e

The Citizen because
tliey know their
are aeen and
read at Lite hornet In the
evening, and If they are
offering something worthy
of attention, thoir ad baa
accompllMhed Its mission.
adver-UitPmen-

ta

I
Tlie Citlaen has never
given premium- - to subscribers, bat Is snbacribed
to and paid for on Its
news merits, showing
that Its subscrthers have
money with which to bay
what they want ' from
legitimate merebi ma.
These are the people
The CfUn Invites to
your store.
'

I

The Cltlaen employa a
man whose buslneHt It is
to look after your advertising wants. He will
write your copy If you
wish. If not. be will see
that your ads are "set
up" to look thoir best
and he will attend to
them from day to day.

E
Are you advertlatng In
The Cltlaen f Your
petltors are, and are
profiting by it. Do you
think conservative business men are spending
money uliere they are
not getting resulteT Get
in tlie swim and watch
roar buslne-- a grow.

N
Is the Best

Advertising
Medium
in

Albuquerque

i

Des Moines

0

. . .

Freeman
Batteries:
and
Blersdorfer and Hecklnger.

3

Shea;

American A.oelatlon.
At St Paul: St. Paul 4; Minneapolis 6.
At Indianapolis: Indianapolis 2; Columbus 3.
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee 6; Kansas City 4 (ten innings.)

Exposition and Territorial Fair, Sept
10th, for which It has expended 1100,000; built a permanent
20-O-

made-to-measu- re

APPOINTS

ADDITIONAL

DELEGATES

If advertising may oe looked upon
as a medium of attracting some of
the thousands who are being looked
for In attendance this fall when the
gates o fthe city are thrown open to
the world In honor of the Sixteenth

National Irrlgaion congress and Territorial fair, Albuquerque will surely
receive Its just patronage. Newspapers all over the country are advertising the merits of this city and Herbert L. Brldgman, manager of the
Brooklyn Standard, of Brooklyn, N.
Y., Is doing his share of exploiting
exposition. With
this International
much regret he announces that he
will be unable to attend the congress
here this fall, but he still continues
to adverlse It through his newspaper
as may be seen by the following,
which was clipped from his paper of
the 21st of August Issue:
"The Santa Fe. ready and willing
to carry a goodly share of the 25,000
to 60.000 strangers to Albuquerque,
N. M., expects at the Sixteenth National Irrigation Congress, Industrial
WHEN JdHXNY J. JLYES

L. BtKTUM
rhystolaa and Surgeo.

new shipment.
Fine patterns and
Right prices at

Highland office 11$ Soata
Phone 103.

8treet.

DIIS, BRONSON

aDavis&Zearing
l he

West Railroad Avs.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Open Evenings.

303

nousc burnishers
W. Gold Ave.

Ore Venn's Drag 8 tor.
Office 128; Realdence

208

ltl.

DENTISTS
ocxxicoxxxxxocxxxoorxxxxxw
FOR RENT 23 room rooming house, new and modern
v.111 he ready about Sept 1, "eg.
FOR RENT 8 store rooans,
else S5xB0 ft; good tooattoa.
FOR BALE Itoomlng ttoase,
8 rooms, doing good) traatnesai
centrally located; reasons for
selling.
FOR SALE Modern 8 room
renhleiice, brick, good location,
on terms or cnah; $4,006.
Get a Travelers' Accident and
Health Policy. Money to Loan.

Miscellaneous
AGENTS WANTED To sen guaranteed safety rator; prise 60c; big
profits; every man who shaves buys
one. Standard supply CO., ivu
Whitman at, Cincinnati, Ohle.
WANTED Agents, either sex, earn
$60 to $100 per week selling exquisitely embroidered pongee silk
patterns,
patterns, dress
waist
drawn work waists. National Importing Co., Desk D, (99 Broadway,
New York.
AGENTS wanted tor the most rapid
oa
selling household necessity
earth. Every woman buys ons on
sight Send 19 cents for sample
and full Information to Bales Manager, 182 Brlnckerhoof Ave., Utica,
New York.
HONEST AGENTS 3 days' credit
New circular ready. Soaps selling
better than ever. Wwlte. Parker
Chemical Co., Chicago.
$1.:; PER WORD Inserts classified
ads. In 86 leading papers In U.
for list The Dake Advertising Agency. 427 South Mala street,
Ln Angeles.
MARRY your choice. Particular people, everywhere, Introduced without publicity; no fakes; details free.
Address, A. C, boa 1338, Los Angeles; Oat
AGENTS Introdaca
SOPASTE to
factories, railroad shops, etc. Re
moves grease dirt quickly; Immense
profits.
sales; amaslng
Parker
Chemloal Co., Chicago.

j

212-21-

Denial Surgery
Rooms S and t, Barnett
Over O'RieUy Drag
Appointments: made by

Phone

EDMUND

( tWWMHaaUIMH

,

.

KILJL the COUCH
CISRH the LUNCd
WITH Fi..

raff's

Are you looking for somethlngT Remember the want columns of Tha
Evening Citizen are for your epe:aJ
benefit It talks to the pxople and
they talk to you.

uieana a
Tlie Cltljeii

vara
til.

Suocn'Miful art ert lain

prosperous buxliiett.
rtttuiM-- a all elnes.

,
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"'fiTtOVVUt.
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iV ARAN

W
'i.'.-

,OH .jfOWEY

-'

'.yiOitif
KlfMED,

' 'jj
U

fiulSa,

Vl.j

744.

J. ALGER,

DJKJa,

t

Office hours,
a. m to M:f p. bjb.
1:80 to S p. m.
Appointments made by mull.
C
West Central A venae. Phoaas as

M. L. SCUTJTT.
SIO South Second Street.

LAWYERS
R--

MORE BARGAINS

IS RANCHES.

W. D. BRYAN

Attorney
Office

Fifteen acres of very good land
under Irrigation, four miles swrth
of town, well fenced with barbed
wire and cedar posts; $750.00
cash.

at Law

First National Bank
Albuquerque, N. H,
K, W. DOBSOIt
Attorney

at

Lav?

Office, Cromwell Block.
Albuquerque, N. M

Fifty scree first cinae Irrigated
land, three miles from the city,
under htghx state of cultivation,
fenced with barbed wire and large
eeilnr puxta; price per acre, $75.00.

AlHiut 100 acreM of flmt class
Irrigated land, located four miles
north of town, 50 acres under
cultivation (last year was planted
In wliest), well fenced with four
wire a n I cedar posts, main ditch
runs through land, title perfect,
mce lor me wnoie tract, lor a
short time only $8500.00.
This
is a snap for somebody. '

IRA M. BOND
Attorney

SSjssTlJ

THOS. K. D. MADDISON
Attorney

at Law

Office 117 West Gold Aveara

JOHN W. WILSCOf
Attorney
Bank Bldg. Albuquerque, 2C
i

M

(Referee m BanlrassjtaJ

Office, phone 1178.

ARCHITECT
F. W. SPENCER

RerJ tfstate aad Loans. Notary
PabHo. 115. W. Gold Ave.

Arohaxeot
1121 South

Walter 8a.

INSURANCE

'

L. E. FOLDS

at Law

Pensions, Land Patents, Hipjl
Caveats, Letter Patents,
Marks, CHalma.
S3 F Street, N. M., W'aMhlngtoa,

A. MONTOYA

B. A. 6XJCYSTKR

REAL ESTATE, INSURANCE

Insurance, Real Eataie,

JT

Pmbtto

AND

'

Doctor Nacamull will he back from
Europe In September and will be si
his office In the N. T. Armljo bultdlna
about September 16, 108.

J. E, KRAFT

DR.

LOANS

Rooms 1$ and 14,
Albuquerque, N.

1

Of the many prizes which are being offered to the various growers In
this section of the country, the latest
comes from the tlrm of John Becker
& Co. of Helen, N. M. The prize consists of a large cabinet of Keen Kut-te- r
Tools, manufactured by the Simmons Hardware Company of St. Louis
Mo., and valued at over $76 and Is
well worth competing for. The trophy
goes to tha one growing the bet hard
wlner wheat In this territory.

RUOXSCOX

Homeopathlo Pbysiclana askt

parts of the world.
Rooms, 8 and . Grant Bldg.

er

f--

DR. SOLOMON

A

audlorlum of 3.600 capacity and pro- lected excursions to valleys of tha
neighboring Pecos, Rio Orande, Salt
and Yuma rivers, in all of which reclamation projects are completed, or
In progress, and the Orand Canyon of
Arizona, "Titan of Chasms," Issuee a
Illustrated folder, devoted to
its attractions and to those of the exMALE HELP
position and of the country which it
Fairbanks,
serves. Vice President
ASTHMA, hay fever sufferers, I have
Secretaries Garfield and Wilson, For8
Dept 2T.
Franklin St.. Chifound a liquid that cures. It you
Engineer
Newell
ester Plnchot, Chief
cago.
want
free bottle send six cents In
recof
the
and Statistician Blanchard
$ $ $
stamps
for postage. Address T.
AND
AGENTS
SALESMEN
of
some
lamation service will furnish
Gorham,
per
Grand Rapids, Mich. 471
can
be
over
$50.00
week
and
President
the oratory on the occasion.
Shepard Bldg.
selling New Campaign Novmade
forcontingent
of
Roosevelt, wlUx a
elties from now until election. Sells WANTED Traveling men and solid
eign ministers and members of Conto stores, county fairs, picnics and
tors calling on druggists, confection
gress are expected, and exhibits will
private families. Complete line of
ers, etc., covering Albuquerque ana
navy,
postofflce,
war,
be made by the
samples,
60c.
prepaid,
charges
for
surrounding territory and states, to
treasury and agricultural departments
Co.,
Chicago
today.
Novelty
Order
carry our celebrated line of choco
The range and diversity of the Inter
60 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
lates on good .commission basis.
ests may be Inferred rom the list of WANTED A real genome
Bowes Allegrettl, 3 River 8t, Chisalesman.
prizes which includes those for cattle,
a man who hsa ability and who will cago.
sheep, goats, cotton, grain, forage
y
eonsclen-touslwork for ua as hard and
WANTED By jobbing house, men to
plants, forest products and 'bronco
as he would for himself, to
sell rugs, linoleum, etc, on commis
busting: and for the Indians for farm
represent us exclusively In Arlsona
sion. Men calling upon small trade
products and pottery. Senator Pen
aad New Mexico. We have a large.
little
Comparatively
preferred.
rose of Pennsylvania offers 3500 for
well known and In every way first
weight er bulk to sample. Car
the bet exhibit of minerals and Dele-Ra- te
Advertis
class line af Calendars,
"Linoleum." room 1201, No. 101
Andrews $100 for the best exhib
ing Specialties and Druggists I
Fulton street New York.
it of cotton. Processions, pageants,
bels and Boxes, and our line la
WANTED Salesman, experienced la
competitive drills, Indian and cowboy
and varied that each and
any line, to aell general trade In
rees and many other characteristicof attractive
every business In every town In the
New Mexico.
Liberal commissions
versions will add to the interes
country, without regard to else, caa
with $35 weekly advance. One
the convention."
be successfully solicited. Our goods
salesman earned $1,268.63, his first
are very attractive, but no mors so
two months with us. The ContinFour additional delegates, all from
than our reaaonable prices, and ws
ental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
this territory, have been appointed
know from the experience of others
by Governor Curry to attend the conwho have been and are now In our
AGENTS
gress here this fall from Sept. 29 to
employ thst any bright hustling
Oct. 10, and it Is expected that all will
man who has good average ability WANTED We want an agent in
every town or county to sell our
and la wiling to work caa make
Kerosene Mantle Gas Burners,
per
ua
$60
to
$110
from
with
week.
HOME.
CAME MARCHING
adaptable to most No. I or I collar
Muat be ready to commence work
oil lamp, burns any grada kerosene.
at onre. Commissions liberal. Our
Light 100 candle power. Better and
company was organised la 1882. We
than gas or electricity. Libare capitalised for 1100,000. We cheapercommission,
eral
exclusive terristate thla simply to show that we
608-5tory.
6
Fifth avenue, Chicago.
are responsible and mean business.
If you do. It 111 pay you to write
Excell rat Health Advice,
Salee Manager, Merchants Publish.
Mrs. M. M. Davison, of No. 871
Ing Co., Kalamsaoo, Mich.
Bncloa
this advertisement with your appll Gifford Ave, San Jose, Cat, says:
'The worth of Electrio Bitters as a
cation.
general family remedy, for headache.
be present when the time arrives: A. biliousness and torpor of the liver
R. Manby, Taos; A. F. Prescott, Taos; and bowels is so pronounced that I
F. A. Jones. Santa Fe; and II. T. am prompted to say a word In Its favor, for ths benefit of those seeking
ltoblnson, Zunt.
relief from such afflictions. There Is
more health for the digestive organs
The board of control Is In receipt of In a bottle
of Electrio Bitter
than
a communication from the governlr any other remedy I know of." Sold
ment of Chill, Informing them of the under
guarantee at all dealers. 69o
fact that Carlos Comacho has been
chosen as delegate to the congress
not what you pay for advertisthis fall, who will ln all probability ing,It labut
advertising
PAYS
make his appearance here at that YOU, that what
makes It valuable. Our
time.
rates are oweat for equal service.
ge

GOVERNOR

cinity. Live hustler can easily clear
12,000 in season. Write with references at once. Ford Motor Company
Dept. H, Detroit. Michigan.
WANT EL Capable salesman to cov-New Mexico and Arlcona with
staple line. High commissions with
$100 monthly advance Permanent
position to right man. Jess H.
Smith Co., Detroit. Mich.
WANTED Salesmen for guaranteed
used automobiles, all prices, cars
rebuilt and guaranteed like new by
manufacturers, high commissions,
great opportunity. Auto. Clearing
House, 240 Michigan Ave., Chicago.
WANTED Salesman, experienced In
any line to sell general trade in
An unexcelled spe
New Mexico.
proposition.
cialty
Commissions
with 835.00 weekly, advance for
expenses. Tha Continental Jewelry
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
WANTED Live, energetic men Tor
exclusive territory agency of "Index" Kerosene Burner converts
coal oil Into gas gives one hundred candlepower burns on mantleInstantaneous seller. Writs at
once. Coast Lighting Company,
92n Tesler Way. Seattle.
SALESMAN
First class all round
hustler to cover unoccupied terrl
staple line to retail
selling
torv
Technical knowledge un
trade.
necessary.
Permanent to right
man. $30.00 weely. Expenses advanced. Frank R. Jennings, Sales
,
Manager. Chicago.
ONE exclusive agent for every town
to take orders for
suits r men and women; $100
monthly or more easily earned;
sample outfit 250 styles newest
woolens, in handsome carrying case,
free of cost Opportunity to establish prosperous and growing business without Investment Full Instructions with every outfit Apply
today. Th( Eagle Tailoring Co.,

PHYSICIANS

Navajo Blankets

MONEY to LOAN

American League.

Wlxe advertisers

TTITTTHTIXXXXXXIIITTTTT

SALESMEN

WANTED

Female Help

Clubs

J

,6US)

Kv

DeM

1

LASSIFIED ADS

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

American League.
Won. Lost.

Detroit
St. Louis
Cleveland
Chicago
FfcUtdelphla

C

I

4a.4.

T

BOW T11EY STAND.
CI aba

:
:

C
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BASEBALL

Why

CITIZEN.

Representative of New York Life
Insurance Co.; The Fidelity &.
Casuality Co. of New York,
Fire insurance placed in the best
Companies.
Offlo0 Z09
0tt Cold Art.

A. EL

WALKER

Secretary Mutual Building
V

Phoat 000

117 West Contra

,

At

Hair Dresser and Cbiro edlst.
at her parlors
the Alvarado and next door te
Sturges' cafe, la prepared to givs
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and In.
growing nails.
She gives masai
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
Bambini's own preparation of com
plexton cream builds np the skin and
improves the complexion, and
.

.

Mrs. Bambini,

op-po-sit

guaranteed not to he Injurious.
She
also prepares hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair fall'
Ing out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair.
For aay blemish of the faoe
call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
Want ads printed
bring reaulla.

wlU

In

the

Cltlaen

Very Serious
It U a very serious matter to ask
for one medicine and have the
wrong; one given you. For (Ms
reason we crge you la buying;
to be careful to ret the genuine

BlaCTSjghT
lAict Medicine
Tbe reputation of this old. relia- bla medicine, fnr constipation, in
digestion and uver trouble, to firmly established. It does not itxutato
other medicine. It is better than
ethers, or it would not be the favorite liver powder, with a larger
saie tun an outers cemLtnea.
SOLD Vi TOWN

n

Reserved that aO orders ter
supplies ef aay and all klaas
all purposes be made oet
aad
ea the regular requlaltton blank
ef the Irrigation Congress pro- Tided for that purpose, and said
requisition must be signed Vr
eaalrmaa of ths auditing eons- aalttee, or In ala absence by the
actlag eaalrmaa; that all feiUs
laearred muat be property
4 voaomered before payment aad
audited at any meeting of the
auditing committee,
by
the
chairman of said committee, or
la his absence by the actlag
chairman.
SPITZ,

fr

D.

Caalrmaa.

ACVHSRSO.V.
OEOROB ARN'OT.
M
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rAOB EIGHT.

Till

tYtS

DO YOUR

DISCOVERS FUNDS

TROUBLE YOU f

A

Uur vatt Experience in the
Uptical Profession

f fir

SHOES

SCHOOL

RELIABLE

110

showing this season the best assortment of
Boys and Girls School Shoes that we ever have
handled. Solid all through from the tip of the toe to the
Put together with the
all leather heel, insole and counter.
sole object to make them strong enough for the hardest
kind of wear, without sacrificing any style or fit. If you
want shoes that will assure your children more actual wear
and good looks thin any others,

BUY OURS
For Boys: Kangaroo Calf, Box Calf or Vict Kid
134'to2
8?tol3
2to5f
$ J. J 5 to $2X0 $1.25 to $2.25 $1.50 to $2.50
to

8

Vici Kid,

11

Patent Colt

Box Calf,

llto2

2J

$00 to $1.85 $(25 to $2.25

to 6

31.75 to $2.50

Sale

Clearing-Ou- t

nrii
; oummer ivmiinery

ofm

When we tell you that this announcement means
Stylishly Trimmed Hats as low as 7 cents and
$1.00, you should make a bee line for our store
vand save half on your purchase.
OUR

HATS

LOOK

WELL AND

WEAR

Geld.

WELL

Miss Lutz

203 South Second Street

1904

tional bank building. The purpose of
the meeting Is to discuss matters of
importance pertaining to the good of
the colored people of Albuquerque.
Signed, W. T. Thornton, chairman.
The Fonseca troupe of acrobats
which is showing this week at the
No change in prices at the ColomColombo, has made a big hit and a
bo.
crowded house was present at boih
performances last night. The "Rival
Insure In the Occidental Life.
Lovers," a laugh producer, was one
Mrs. M. K. Savage of Guam is regof the feature films last night. An
istered at the Grand Central.
entire change of songs and picture
1).
Wednesday
J.
Herndon
left
will be made tonight. The Fonscia
morning for Ejpanola, on personal contortionists
will be on the bill al
business.
the rest of the week.
Fresh shipment Concord grapes at
Steve nailing, proprietor of the Ice
San Jose Market.
Berg saloon, Is Enjoying a visit today
Oscar C. Snow, a prominent horti- from H. A. Leffert, master mechanic
culturist of Dona Aim county, is regis- for the Southern
Pacific Railway
tered at the Al vara Jo.
company at National City, Calif. Mr.
Harry Strong is In the city "from Mailing an,l Mr. Leffert worked toLus Angeles for a short visit with his gether at Needles. Calif., fifteen years
bko when Mr. Leffert was master me.
brother, Frank H. Strong.
chanlc for the Santa Fe there and
A. L. Morgan, the contractor, forcar
merly of tills city but now of San Mr. Balling was foreman of the way
department. Mr. Leffert is On his
Diego, Calif., Is in the city on busihome, accompanied by his family,
ness.
from a visit to relatives In Indiana.
No change in prices at the ColomThe Old Folks' Concert, which will
bo.
be given at the Elks' theater tonight
Ben Howell, of Navajo, Ariz., left will eclipse anything of the kind ever
last evening for his home after spend- given in Albuquerque In novelty and
ing the duy In Albucjuerque on busi- quality. The programs are
being
ness.
printed ln Quaker style on harsh
Fresh home dressed spring chick- brown paper and are extremely odd.
ens, hens and spring ducks at the Tnj names of the singers and perSan Jose Market today.
formers are fictitious but they will
Frank Qulnn, of I'lainfield. Texas, be readily recognized as they are the
is in Albuquerque for a few days, a best known talent of the city. Persons
guest at the home of Herman Blue-he- r. hiving tickets may have seats reserved at Matson's book store by payMr. and Mrs. K. II. Dormaii, of ing ten cents extra.
Work on the erection of poles from
South High street, have returned
from a visit with friends at Freeport, which will bo suspended nearly
eighteen arc lights for the Illumina111.
i
tion
the block between Second and
J
F. A. Manzanares, of Fort Sumner, Thirdof streets,
on Gold avenue, was
will
arrived yesterday in the city and
morning and by the
this
commenced
perremain a iluy or so, looking after
September
of
that block will be
first
sonai Interests.
by far trie best illuminated In the
Frank Trotter has moved his gro- - city. The lights will be kept burning
eery store to the next store east, lit until 12 o'clock each night during IrGold avenue, where he Is now pre- - rigation congress week, and reprepared to receive old and new cuBtom- - sents the efforts of the energetic
era.
business men of that bloick whose
yesterday for subscriptions .have paid for these
H. H. Lester left
Wlnslow and other towns in Arisona, lights.
in the Interests
of the Fairbanks
That Albuquerque has an artist that
Soap company, which he represents. is sure to gain a wide reputation a
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. O'Rlelly and a painter of typical western scenes
children have returned to their home Is the general expression of all who
here after a several weeks' visit 'n have seen a collection of panels on
Kansas City and other points in the exhibition at Clarke' curio store on
east.
the corner of First street and Central
the
Mrs. Louie Ilfeld and children have avenue, live work being from
returned to their home on West Cop brush of D. J. Cook of this city, whose
handling
of colors and de
per avenue, after a several weeks' masterly
visit with relat.ves and frlendd In tail can be recognized by even those
who have not made art a study. Mr.
Las Vegas.
The Ladies of the O. A. It. who Cook formerly lived near Philadelwill serve dinner in the banquet hall phia, Pa., and his paintings at the
of the Elks" building Saturday will Centennial exposition received mo it
make a feature of hot corn bread, the favorable comment, and he now has
same kind that mother used to make. a collection on exhibition in the
gallery at Pittsburg, Pa.
Miss Jennllee Hedrick, of Amarlllo, Being art
compelled to discontinue art
Texas, who has been spending several on
of the failure of his eyes
weeks past in the city, a guest at and account
general health, Mr. Cook drifted
the pleasant home of Mr. and Mrs. Into music, which he has followed
It. H. Collier, leaves tomorrow mora-lu- g professionally for the past ten years.
for her home in the south.
His last two years ln Albuquerque his
Specll convocation of Itlo Grande health has Improved to such an exeven4,
M.,
No.
chapter
this
R. A.
tent that he once more takes up His
ing at 9 o'clock for work in the R. A. brush and colors for the benefit of
by
All
degree, followed
a banquet.
those who are admirers of .art.
visiting companions welcome. By orsecHarry
Braun,
der of the H. P.
retary.
FREE!'
The Santa Fe Is transforming the
two small buildings at the front entrance to the Alvarado yard Into ticket ornce. These are being provided With School Books and School Sup
for the, accommodation of the crowd
plies.
that will be here during the Irrigation congress.
The Grays and the Browns are
Every school child this
dally practice getting ln shape for
t..e game to be played at Traction
year who buys School
park. There Is no doubt about this
Books and School Supgame being for blood. The best team
will represent the city at the territor.
plies from us, will get a
lal fair tournament.
handsome Pocket
The Women's Christian Temperor
ster's Dictionary;
ance union will meet at the home of
Mrs. C. H. Morse, 734 South Walter
Companion
Scholars
street, Friday, Auguat 28. at 2:30.
FREE. More than that,
program has been arAn Interesting
'
ranged. Members' are requested to
we sell you the celeattend and bring friends.
brated Indian Chief Tab
Bernard Gunsul was brought to Allet for Sc. The largest
buquerque from Roswell yesterday
evening and taken to the home of his
Pencil Tablet sold for a
mother. He has been 111 with typhoid
nlckle.
lever for several weeks and while not
able to be up is convalescent. He was
accompanied by hiB wife and baby.
STRONG'S BOOK STORE.
Want ads In The Cltlsen bring reNext Door to P. O.
sults. Tuesday Mrs. II. B. Warton, Phone 1104.
of 2H West Silver avenue, advertised
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
for a bracelet valued at $20 that she
li.st Sunday night. Bright and early
WANTED
Woman to do the cooking
yesterday morning a man returned
and housework for private family
the tot bracelet and claimed the reln city; good pay. L. E. Folds, 101
ward.
W. Gold.
Members of the Foraker Republican club are requested to meet
every dv
Onr work l RIGHT
niKht ;it rom 12, First Na
partnient. IIubl Ijumdrv Co.

PERSONAL

PARAOKAP1I8

i
j

REFRIGERATORS AT COST
$19.00 Ice Box
J 5.00 Refrigerator
19.00

$ 7.00

11.60
15.00

u

25.00

20.00

L. BELL CO.

J

S. First St.

"5-1- 7

Car-nog-

Whitney Company

WhoIesaleHardware
Stoves, Tinware, Enameled Ironware, Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Belling, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc.
WAGONS.

IMPLEMENTS

AND

FARM

MACHINERY

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED - ALOUQuERQUr, M. M.

W

DATTFDnW

L,VERY AND BOARDING

STABLE

Albuquerqu,

TELEPHONE B7

iV.

M.

Boys9 School
THE STRONGEST SHOE FOR
BOYS ON THE MARKET IS

OUR

MESSENGER

ALL SIZES $1.75 AND $2.50

Stetson Shoes for Men
$6.00 and S6.50

ie

i

raoev. moOTcmMC9oCMO

cKjciiooooooeooor

Just received a lurfre shipment. Haven't room for them,
and are making special low prices this week to move them

I

Th

Palace

,

z2

al Ave.

EVER1TT

Albuquerque

COCKJUtXXICxXXXXXXXXJ

E L. WASHBURN CO.
122 S. Second

119 W.

Gold

i

it

i

i

viass nom ana from pi unlivery
... .CALL.....'

k

'

HUfsBS LAUN&RY CO.
WHITE WAGONS

"VUR FIRST CONSIDERATION In offering
merchandise to our patrons is quality. We
therefore confine ourselves to the leading lines of thi
country lines which are tine-trie- d
and worthy.

By the merest accident a few days
ago Mrs. L. E. Werner, assistant to
Postmaster W. R. Hopkins, discovered the cache of Chas. W. Mehan,

Lense Grinding Done on the Premises,

ARE
MF'
W

For Girls:

South Second Street. Established

Quality

Uhllo ( leaning Out a Corner AjwIhU
aiit PoHtnuiMtcr Pound Bills and

Assures you absolute comfort in Glasses Ground and Fitted by us
BERBER
OPTICAL CO., EXCLUSIVE OPTICIANS

ACCifST 87, 1909.

.

STOLEN BY MEHAN

SS

IISHAY.

m

erstwhile clerk at the postofflce, who
lo now doing a year in the New Mexico penitentiary for Interfering with
and robbing the United States malls.
The cache consisted of $422.62 and
was found In an unused street letter
box which had been stored In the rear
of the postofflce.
Mrs. Werner was doing a little
cleaning up In places that the porter
had overlooked and was moving the
unused letter box when the lid fell
down, exposing a number of packages and letters on the Inside. She
picked one of the letters up and was
surprised to And that It contained
money. Mrs. Werner suspected
at
once that she had discovered the hiding place of some of the money Mehan had taken from the malls. Mehan after his arrest had made several
attempts to get in the office on one
pretext, or another and It was believed that he had money hidden
there some place. The place was
searched several times to find the
supposed hidden money but none
was found until Mrs. Werner accidentally discovered the cache In the

letter

Hart Schaffner & Marx
Make the Standard High Grade Clothing of the
United States Our fall lines are arriving and are
being placed on sale.

Knox

Have been on the market for half a century and are
fully guaranteed.
Prices within the reach of all.

$3.00, $4.00 and $5.00

Hanan ShoesDouglas Shoes
The old reliable in their respective classes every
pair replaced free of charge if they fail to satisfy.

SIMON STERN

box.

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

The money discovered consisted of

paper
five $50 bills and gold and
money. The $50 bills were of such

4

large denomination that Mehan was
afraid to handle them, it Is believed,
ana that Is the reason why they did
not go the mute of the other money
he stole. The money recovered will
be given to the bonding company,
which was compelled to pay the government $1,240. the amount Mehan
Is known to have stolen.

STAR MINE

B. H. Briggs & Co.

Standard
Plumbing and
Heating Co.

t

SOLD

Hats

Hats-Stets- on

412 West Central Ave.
PHONE

DRUGGISTS
i

61

HIGHLAND

JOHN BORRADAILE

Bring U Your Prescriptions

Real Estate and InvewnenU
Collenct Rents of City Realty
Office, Corner Third and Gold Ave
Albuquerque, K. a
Phone 545

Finest Ice Cream
and Coldest Soda
in the City

Copper.
Gossip among the mining men of
the city is to the effect that the Star
mine in Hell canyon, owned Jointly
by eastern parties and II. S. McKln-ne- y
of this city, has been eold and
that Mr. McKlnney'a share of the
purchase price was $40,000. Mr.
could not be found today, and
the story .could not be verified, though
the rumor is so persistent and details
are so well described that it la believed the sale has been made.
The Star mine is one of the oldest
properties ln the Hell canyon district. Twenty years ago It was a gold
property and considerable yellow
metal is known to have been taken
from iU The gold ran out but the
mine showed so much copper that
the quest of gold was left off and the
mining of copper taken up. It is
known that considerable copper ore
was taken from the Star and hauled
to this city and shipped to El Paso
to the smelter, and that some of the
shipments netted as high as $800 a
car. Why the working of the property was discontinued is not known
generally.
It is also reported that the Staley
property ln North canyon, a branch
of Hell canyon. Is being worked with
renewed energy, and that the ore body
is getting larger and la paying but
no ore has been sniped as yet. It Is
understood that $20,000
worth of
work is to be done on this property
right away.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO

ey

LITER T, SALE. FEED

BEST TOURNOUT8 IN THI
Second Street
Central

Conner

HOUGH IItY.
Do you know what this meansT If
not ask our drivers to explain it to

yju.

venu

Good
ROOM and BOARD
$4.00

a Week

Up

MRS. M. E. NORRIS
110 East Coal Avenue

.

GROCERY

Highland Livery

Today

IlAMimOOK
Phone 690.

Sweet Potatoes
Native Oranges

California

Cpto-dat- e

BROS.

us John St.
turnouts. Best drivers
Proprietors of "Sadka,"

In the city.
the plclne wagon.

Pears
Peaches
Plums
Cooking Apples

Eating pples
Cantaloupes
Watermelons

: S KI
I

NNER'S

205 South First Street

f

j

For bran feed give your .stock Kan.
sas Kol Bran, clean, fresh and
liealtliy. A great producer of milk
Ideal for liorsca, cows and poultry.
Put tip under the supervision of the
Mate Board of IlealUi. No smutty
v heat, refuse oats and corn nor mill
Bueoplng ground In tills bran. The
I'jiiptro Mills furnish cash guarantee
with each and every sack. For any
cllssail.-rfuctloyour money Is returnSouth First st.
ed. K. V. Fee, 002-60- 4
Phone

1".

CAS YOU IMPROVE ITT
We have tried, are trying, to Improve the quality of our bread and
rolls not that we are ashamed of It.
but that we want to make It even
better than It Is. That's why It's as
good as It Is. When It's better If
ever It can be it won't be higher la
price and you will get the benefit.

Pioneer Hakery,

207 South First St.
SCPPIJES
COHNEIt
THORNTON IHE CLEANER
IK) you know Uiat vte oprraro Si
machines In our plant every day
Hint's why we can make and seb
window f rallies for brick at 11.80; Cleans any and everything and doe
rre-doors at 9I.OO; porch swings It right. The best In the southwest.
All he asks Is a trial. Clothes cleaned,
at f 3.O0. Superior manning Mill.
SCHOOL HOOKS AND
AT 1IAWXEYS ON THE

n

repaired and pressed. Just call
ISO.
Works, '.il 8. Waller.

MADE

408 Wist Raihesd Avnam

FOR

Don't Forget The

SERVICE

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

OB

MILL

and guaranteed

aDsotuieiy

WATERPROOF
0WEj

I

y

J

OILED SUITS. SUCKERS
AND HATS
Every garment guaranteed
utgm Lmraoie

III r:

3o

SlKkers3?

HU etMits tnrrmtm
flHt rOM MAiMM
M

LMI'ElUAii EACNDRY.
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SKINNER'S

Is Here, Backed by
Albuquerque Testimony.

.

Vann Drug Co

Horses and Mules Bought and c
euanged.

OpiHM-tunit- y

.

AND

TRANSFER START.Fe"

DECIDE YOCKSELF.

Don't take our word ror 1L
Don't depend on a stranger's statement.
Read Albuquerque endorsement.
Read the statements of Albuquerque citizens.
v
And decide for yourself.
Here Is one case of it:
J. M. Parker, living at 317 South
Fourth street, Albuquerque, N. M.
says: "Doan's Kidney Pills are entitled to the strongest praise I can
give them.
I never placed much
faith in patent medicines, but I can
say I have derived more benefit from
Doan's Kidney Pills than from any
other remedy. Several years ago I
began to notice Indications of kidney
complaint and my condition reached
the state where 1 was an almost con
stant sufferer from paln in my back
and trouble of an alarming nature existed with the kidney secretions. On
one occasion the kidney secretions
ttopped altogether and I had to have
a physician draw it from me. At
that time I was employed as a locomotive engineer and had to give up
this work, as the jar of the engine
made the pain In my back beyond
I suffered
endurance.
from pain
across my loins and ln both sides over
'
my hips that I would have to sit
down in a chair and lean my back
against something to support It. At
night after I would retire I would not
sleep any more than an hour before
the pain would awaken me. About
three months ago I learned about
Doan's Kidney Pills and procured a
supply. In a short time every difficulty was corrected and I have no
trouble at all with my back and kidneys now. On occasions without
number I have recommended Doan's
Kidney Pills, and whatever I can say
for them will always afford me pleasure."
For sale by all dealers. Price, 60
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Mll'our- n
New York, soie agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's
end
'
SI
take no other.

PHARMACY

Occidental Building

Rio Grande Valley Land Co.

It Was Once a Good Gold PropoK
tiHi but Is Now Worked for

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

,

SAYS

Tlie

ALVARADO

CO

THE OLDEST MILL

IN THE CITY.
When ln need of saah, door, tram,
etc Screen work a specialty. 4'
Booth Ftrat street. Telephone 4tl.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Ftth and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage I actor j.
EM Il KLKINWOKT
MasooJo Building. Norlij Third Street.
all Kaida of

